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Admission Committee for Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)
Govt. of Gujarat, Gandhinagar
Message

It gives me immense pleasure to share with you that Department of Health & Family Welfare in Co-ordination with Chairman (Commissioner of Health, MS & ME), ACPUGMEC, Gandhinagar are publishing information booklet for undergraduate students. Admission is an important stage in development of professional career of student. There are many queries regarding availability seats, fees status and admission process. This information booklet provides all necessary information related to admission process in Gujarati language. The admission Committees committed to maintain transparency in whole admission process.

The new version of information booklet is more informative, user friendly and adds convenience to the user. It provides valuable information of all aspects of admission process like, list of institutes, availability of seats, fees status and other details of institutes, admitted list, closure of previous years and current year, information on bond etc.

I congratulate admission committee for their efforts of publishing information booklet in short period of time. Information booklet will act as a ready reference guide about admission process for students and parents.

I convey my best wishes to admission committee for launching of the information booklet and successful completion of the admission process.

(Nitin Patel)
Message

It is my pleasure to announce that the Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC) is carrying out the admission process of undergraduate medical, dental, ayurvedic and homeopathic courses online smoothly and in user-friendly manner through a new updated version of its website: www.medadmgujarat.org. The committee has also prepared an information booklet in Guajarati language for helping students of Gujarat. That will be helpful for getting information about whole admission process, rules and regulations and help them in process of admission. All the members of the Admission Committee for Professional Medical Educational Courses are working hard to meet students’ demand and complete the process of admission as set by the central and other regulatory authorities.

I wish success to the Admission Committee for Professional Medical Educational Courses and its members for this process.

Kishor Kanani (Kumar)
MESSAGE

Gujarat State admission process for medical, dental, ayurvedic, homeopathic, and other paramedical undergraduate and postgraduate courses is carried out online. I am happy to know that the Admission Committee for Professional Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC & ACPPGMEC) is carrying out this process through a new updated version of its website: www.medadmgujarat.org. This new version of the website will provide in-depth information on the entire admission process inconvenient and user-friendly manner.

This committee conducts undergraduate admissions on more than 7000 seats from 30 medical, 13 dental, 29 Ayurvedic, and 36 homeopathic colleges. For ease of understanding by parents and students, the admission committee has published an information booklet. This new booklet gives better access to information regarding the rules and regulations about admission. It provides information on various scholarships and undergraduate and postgraduate bonds. It also gives details of different processes related to admission like online PIN purchase, registration process, merit list, seat matrix, choice filling, an announcement of merit list, seat allotment, confirmation of admission, list of help centers for ease of users. Students can find useful information about the previous year admission closure and information about seats and fees of various colleges. This information will be a valuable source of information, training, and guidance for the admission process.

Admission Committee aims to make the admission process hassle-free with maintaining transparency in the whole process. It also aims at conducting the admission process for Undergraduate Medical, Dental, Ayurvedic, Homeopathic Courses following the time-limit prescribed by the Supreme Court, and various regulatory bodies. Students are also advised to visit the admission committee website for details of the institute by checking on KYC on the website.

I convey my best wishes to the Admission Committee and its entire team for this endeavour.

(JAYANTI S. RAVI)
Message

I am delighted to announce that ACPUGMEC, Gandhinagar is launching new information booklet along with website of Admission Committee for Professional Medical Educational Courses (ACPMEC) for undergraduate admission for the academic year 2020-21. This booklet contains information related to Medical, Dental, Ayurvedic and Homeopathic undergraduate courses. This new information booklet for undergraduate courses will be of great help to students of the state to understand the entire admission process. I am sure that it will help to clear any doubts that you may have about availability of seats, fees structure, help centres and entire admission process.

The admission committee (ACPMEC) members are working tirelessly to complete admission process in a transparent manner in prescribed time limit. I place it on record my appreciation for the sincere work done by all the members to streamline the whole admission process and publish this information booklet.

If you have any complaints / feedback about admission, you can reach out to us on cohealth@gujarat.gov.in, OR medadmgujarat2018@gmail.com

I convey my best wishes to all the students and ACPMEC team members.

Commissioner (Health)
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<td><strong>Keywords and Definitions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACPUGMEC</strong></td>
<td>Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC), constituted under Section 4 of the Gujarat Professional Medical Educational Colleges or Institutions (Regulation of Admission and Fixation of Fees) Act, 2007 (Gujarat Act No. 3 of 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bank</strong></td>
<td>A Bank designated by ACPUGMEC for PIN distribution and collection of tuition fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Course/Stream</strong></td>
<td>Courses mentioned in Notification 2020. E.g. MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scholarships</strong></td>
<td>Various schemes declared by Govt. of Gujarat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Help Center</strong></td>
<td>Center notified by the Admission Committee for the facilitation of the candidate for online registration and admission process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intake</strong></td>
<td>As per NMC and DCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merit Number (Rank)</strong></td>
<td>Unique position of the candidate as per NEET-UG All India Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Category Seats</strong></td>
<td>Seats available for all candidates participating in the counselling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OP</strong></td>
<td>Open category candidate who does not claim for any reservation benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participating Institute</strong></td>
<td>An Institute participating in a single window counseling / admission process under ACPUGMEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reserved Category</strong></td>
<td>SC, ST, SEBC, PwD, EWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seat Matrix</strong></td>
<td>A table showing the available seats and its distribution among different categories as per the reservation policy of the Gujarat State. The seat matrix is prepared according to the institute, course/branch and category.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government colleges</strong></td>
<td>Government colleges are those which are completely owned and control by the government. Government is in charge of the curriculum, study materials, fee structure, syllabus, examinations, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grant-in-aid College / Government Aided College</strong></td>
<td>Grant-in-aid College / Government aided college: A college that gets funds or aid (support) from the government is termed as aided college</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unaided / Private College</strong></td>
<td>A college that does not get any funds or aid from the Government is called as unaided college.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEET</strong></td>
<td>National Eligibility cum Entrance Test is conducted by National Testing Agency (NTA) for admission to MBBS, BDS, BAMS and BHMS Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NRI (Non-Resident Indian)</strong></td>
<td>Non-resident Indian is “a person who is not resident in India”. The term NRI is defined under FEMA rules and regulations as ‘a person resident outside India who is either a citizen of India or is a person of Indian origin (PIO).’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management Seats</strong></td>
<td>Twenty five percent seats of the total sanctioned seats of the Professional Under-graduate Medical Courses in the unaided colleges or institutions or university of the Gujarat State which includes 10% management quota seats &amp; 15% non-resident Indian (NRI) seats.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACPUGMEC</td>
<td>Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>Central Control Room of ACPUGMEC at GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWS</td>
<td>Economically Weaker Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOVT</td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Help Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GQ</td>
<td>Government Quota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQ</td>
<td>Management Quota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NQ</td>
<td>NRI Quota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ</td>
<td>Local Quota (Available in NHL and SMIMER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PwD</td>
<td>Person with Disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>Participating Institutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Scheduled Caste of Gujarat State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEBC</td>
<td>Socially and Educationally Backward Class of Gujarat State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Self-Financed Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Scheduled Tribe of Gujarat State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYSY</td>
<td>Mukhyamantri Yuva Swavlamban Yojana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG</td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Bachler of Medicine and Bachler of Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>Bachler of Dental Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Bachler of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>Bachler of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>National Medical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCI</td>
<td>Dental Council of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYUSH</td>
<td>Ministry of AYUSH, New Delhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCIM</td>
<td>Central Council of Indian Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET</td>
<td>National Eligibility cum Entrance Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Medical Counseling Committee, New Delhi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Disclaimer

- The responsibility of ACPUGMEC is limited to the conduct of centralized counseling, which includes online registration, document verification, online/offline counseling procedure, seat allotment and issue of admission order as per NEET UG of current academic year.

- Candidates are advised to go through the user manual in the registration portal while filling the online registration form given at http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx

- Candidate shall ensure that all information entered during the online registration process are correct.

- Online information provided by candidates like name of candidate, contact address details, category, PwD status, educational qualification details, date of birth etc. during online submission of application form for NEET-UG of current academic year will be treated as correct and ACPUGMEC will not entertain, under any circumstances, any request for change. ACPUGMEC disclaims any liability that may arise to candidate(s) due to incorrect information provided by the candidate during online registration process.

- ACPUGMEC does not edit / modify / alter any information entered by the candidates at the time of online submission of application form under any circumstances. In the event of any clarification regarding the eligibility the provisions of Notification (No.: GP-5/MCG/1017/SFS-I5/J) of Health and Family Welfare Department Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar, dated 13th March, 2018, as amended up to 8th October, 2020, shall prevail and the decision of ACPUGMEC shall be final.

- Information booklet is for general information/procedural guide for candidates, it can’t be used for any legal purpose. In case of any dispute/confusion arises out of this booklet, provisions of Notification shall be final.
### 4 Guidelines for Admission [અદ્મિષન માટે માહિતી]

#### 4.1 Process of Online Admission [ઓનલાઇન અદ્મિષનની ફ્રેમેન્ટ]

- Major six processes of Online Admission [ઓનલાઇન અદ્મિષન માટેની ચાલા પ્રોસેસ્]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>ONLINE REGISTRATION [ઓનલાઇન રજીસ્ટ્રેશન]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>Document Verification: To confirm registration</strong> [પ્રથમ પ્રક્રિયા: રજીસ્ટ્રેશન ચુકાયાય વીત]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Preparation and Publication of Merit List</strong> [મેરિટ લિસ્ટની તૈરી અને પ્રક્રિયા]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Online Choice Filling &amp; Allotment of Admission</strong> [ઓનલાઇન ચોસ્ફીલિંગ અને એડમિષનની ફાળવણી]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><strong>Payment of Tuition Fees</strong> [ટ્રૂશન ફી ની ચુકાણ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>Original Document Submission: To confirm admission</strong> [અસલ પ્રબ્લેની જાય કન્ફિગ કરાવવા: એડમિષન કન્ફિગ કરાવવા વીત]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **ONLINE REGISTRATION [ઓનલાઇન રજીસ્ટ્રેશન]**

   - **ONLINE PIN Purchase:** From [http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx](http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx)

2. **Filling of NEET-UG details and authentication through PIN** [NEET-UG ની વગરી તથ્મી PIN મુખ્તાર] |

3. **Filling of Candidate’s other details** [અસાધારણ વગરી તથ્મી] |

4. **Password generation** [પાસવર્ડ ગુંડાવો] |

5. **Confirmation of filled details** [ભરેલી વગરી તથ્મી] |

6. **Take Print-out of Registration Details** [એડમિષન રજીસ્ટ્રેશન એન્ટ્રીની પ્રિન્ટ લેવી]
2. **DOCUMENT VERIFICATION AT HELP CENTER: TO CONFIRM REGISTRATION** [સેંટર ખાતે પ્રિાણપત્રોની 
હેલ્પસેંટરમાં સુખવા કરેલ હેલ્પ 
સેંટરો] **Annexure I – List of Designated Help Centers** [સેંટરો]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of Institute</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>B. J Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Civil Hospital Campus, Asarwa, Ahmedabad - 380016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Government Medical College, Vadodara</td>
<td>SSG Hospital Compound, Anandpur, Vadodara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Government Medical College, Bhavnagar</td>
<td>Near ST Bus Stand, Jail Road, Bhavnagar - 364001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Government Medical College, Surat</td>
<td>Majuragate, Surat - 395 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shri M. P. Shah Government Medical College, Jamnagar</td>
<td>Pandit Nehru Marg, Jamnagar - 361008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Medical College, Rajkot</td>
<td>Civil Hospital Campus, Janmarg Road, Rajkot - 360001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>Civil Hospital Campus, Sector - 12, Gandhinagar - 382016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Dharapur, Patan</td>
<td>Patan-Unjha Highway, Dharapur, Patan - 384265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Sola, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Near New Gujarat High Court, S.G. Highway Road, Sola, Ahmedabad - 380060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Gotri, Vadodara</td>
<td>Old TB Hospital Campus, Vadodara - 390021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Valsad</td>
<td>Civil Hospital Campus, Halar Road, Nankwada, Valsad - 396001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Himmatnagar</td>
<td>Near Government Polytechnic, Hadiyol - Gadhoda Road, Himmatnagar - 383001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Junagadh</td>
<td>Near Majewadi Gaite, Peddock Road, Junagadh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Ellis Bridge, Ahmedabad - 380 006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>AMCMET Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Sheth L.G. Hospital Campus, Maninagar, Ahmedabad - 380008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education &amp; Research (SMIMER), Surat</td>
<td>Opp. Bombay Market, Umarwada, Surat - 395010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Pramukhsami Medical College, Karamsad</td>
<td>Gokal nagar, Karamsad - 388325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>C. U. Shah Medical College, Surendernagar</td>
<td>Dudhrej Road, Surendernagar - 363001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Gujarat Adani Institute of Medical Sciences, Bhuj</td>
<td>G. K. General Hospital Campus Bhuj - 370001, Kachchh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>GCS Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Opp. DRM Office, Naroda Road, Ahmedabad - 380025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Banas Medical College &amp; Research Institute, Palanpur</td>
<td>At &amp; Post: Moriya, Ta: Palanpur, Dist.: Banaskantha, Gujarat - 385001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Shatabad Medical College, Amreli</td>
<td>Civil Hospital Campus, Lathi Road, Amreli - 365601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Zydus Medical College and Hospital, Dahod</td>
<td>At &amp; Po. Nimnaliya, Muvaliya, Dahod, Ta - Dist Dahod, Pin 38915.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Nootan Medical College &amp; Research Centre, Valsignar</td>
<td>Sankal chand Patel Vidhyadhram, Ambaji - Gandhinagar Link Road, Valsignar - 384315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Dr. Kiran C. Patel Medical College &amp; Research Institute, Bharuch</td>
<td>New Civil Hospital Campus, Bharuch - 392001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Government Dental College and Hospital, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>Civil Hospital Campus, Asarwa, Ahmedabad - 380016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Government Ayurved College, Junagadh</td>
<td>Pancheshwar Road, Junagadh Pin Code: 362001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Sheth J.P. Government Ayurved College, Bhavnagar</td>
<td>Opp. Pill Garden, Panwadi Chowk, Bhavnagar. 364001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Rajkot Homoeopathic Medical College, Gondal Road, Rajkot</td>
<td>B/H Jaynath Complex, Near Makkm Chowk, Gondal Road, Rajkot - 360002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Annexure II – List of Documents to be Verified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Document</th>
<th>Valid Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Qualifying Examination | (i) Standard 10th (SSC) mark-sheet  
(ii) Standard 12th (HSC) mark-sheet |
| 2   | NEET-UG mark-sheet of current academic year | NEET-UG-2020 mark-sheet, downloaded from NTA website |
| 3   | Proof of Birth Place | (i) Birth certificate  
(ii) School Leaving Certificate  
(iii) Transfer Certificate (provided that place of birth is clearly mentioned)  
(iv) Indian Passport |
| 4   | Proof of Birth Date | List of acceptable documents (any one)  
(i) Standard 10th (SSC) mark-sheet  
(ii) Birth certificate  
(iii) Indian Passport |
| 5   | For Candidates Born Outside Gujarat | Domicile certificate issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat |
| 6   | For Scheduled Caste (SC) candidate | Certificate belonging to Scheduled Caste (SC) issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat in that behalf |
| 7   | For Scheduled Tribes (ST) candidate | Certificate belonging to Scheduled Tribes (ST) issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat in that behalf |
| 8   | For Socially and Educationally Backward Classes (SEBC) candidate | (i) Certificate belonging to Socially and Educationally Backward Classes (SEBC)  
(ii) Non-Creamy Layer (NCL) certificate of the family, as per the prevailing policy of the Government of Gujarat |
| 9   | For Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) candidate | Certificate belonging to Economically Weaker Sections (EWS) |
| 10  | For Person with Disability (PwD) | Certificate of Disability issued by the authority empowered |

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name of Document</th>
<th>Valid Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>For local candidate of Ahmedabad [અમદાવાદના લોકલ (સ્ટ્ર્થામનક) ઉદધવાર દ્વારા આપવામાં આવેલ]</td>
<td>The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results). [શ્રીમતી એન.એલ. એલ. મ્રુમનમસપલ શાળા વિદ્યુઠત કોલેજ, અમદાબાદ દ્વારા આપવામાં આવવાનું પ્રિસ્ટમ્રટમાં આવશ્યક]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>For local candidate of Surat [સુરતના લોકલ (સ્ટ્ર્થામનક) ઉદધવાર દ્વારા આપવામાં આવેલ]</td>
<td>The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education and Research, Surat (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>For Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) candidate [ઓવરસી જેસ્ટસ મસ્ક્રટઝ ઓફ ઇમન્ડર્ા]</td>
<td>OCI card issued by competent authority of Central Government of India [ભારત સરકારના અમધકૃત અમધકારીએ આપવામાં આવેલ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Certificate Physical Fitness [શારીરિક રોગ્ર્ટા નું પ્રિસ્ટમ્રટ]</td>
<td>Certificate of Physical Fitness in the prescribed form obtained from a registered medical practitioner (M.B.B.S/MD/MS) [શરીરીક રોગ્ર્ટા નું પ્રિસ્ટમ્રટના ગૌરવ નું પ્રિસ્ટમ્રટ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Children of defense personnel [સૌનડા અમધકૃત અમધકારી ઉદધવાર દ્વારા આપવામાં આવેલ]</td>
<td>(i) Domicile certificate of defense personnel issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat [રજીસ્ટ્રેશન પ્રક્રિયા પછી, આવશ્યક હોવા માટે વયયાદે આપવામાં આવેલ નોંધ: માટે આપવામાં આવેલ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF MERIT LIST** [િેક્રરટ મલસ્ટ્ટ તૈની તારીખ અને જાહેરાત]:

- After registration process, ACPUGMEC will prepare and declare merit list of all eligible candidates. Candidate needs to verify merit number and category as mentioned in registration details. [રજીસ્ટ્રેશન પ્રક્રિયા પછી, આમદાબાદ રાજ્યમાં આપવામાં આવેલ નોંધ: માટે આપવામાં આવેલ] |

4. **ONLINE CHOICE FILLING & ALLOTMENT OF ADMISSION** [ઓનલાઇન ચોલ્સ ફીલિંગ અને અલ્ટોલ્મેન્ટ પ્રોસ્સી]:

- After merit list declaration, choice filling will be initiated online for each round. Mock round may be conducted before actual first round of choice filling to create awareness regarding online allotment process. Mock round allotment will not be considered as true (actual) allotment. Actual first round will be conducted after the Mock round. Candidate can fill fresh choice or modify their previously filled choices. [િેક્રરટ મલસ્ટ્ટ તારીખ પછી, આમદાબાદ રાજ્યમાં આપવામાં આવેલ] |
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Once the choice filling period is over, the ACPUGMEC will process for allotment of seats and declare the status of allotment on the website. The candidates can view their status of allotment by login through their own User ID.

5. PAYMENT OF TUITION FEES

- The candidate has to pay the requisite amount of tuition fees of his allotted institute by cash/DD at any of designated bank branches or through online payment within the time limit specified by the ACPUGMEC.

6. ORIGINAL DOCUMENT SUBMISSION AT HELP CENTER

- The candidate has to submit the original documents (as per his category, as mentioned in Annexure II in point 3) along with Allotment Letter of respective Round and Receipt of Payment of Tuition Fees at appointed Help Center for confirmation of admission.

- The candidate, who fails to pay prescribed fees and submit original documents, his admission will not be granted under any circumstances.
4.2 Instructions for Online Application and Registration

Step 1:
- Purchase PIN through the website: http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx by online payment of Rs. 200/- (Non-refundable) [રૂ. ૨૦૦/- (નોન-રીફિંડેબલ) ઓનલાઇન (વેબસાઇટ: http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx) ખરીદો].
Step-2:
- After purchase of PIN, the candidate has to make application through the website: http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx. 
- After completion of registration, take print-out of the Registration details.
- The candidate has to take prior appointment for Document Verification and Submission of photocopies of Documents at Help Center. Candidate, himself/herself, can select the Date, Time slot and Help Center for Document Verification at the time of printing the Registration details.

Step-3:
- Visit the appointed help center with Original documents. Attach self-attested copies of required documents with Registration details and submit to the Help Centers. 
- The candidate has to get ‘Registration Acknowledgement Slip’ duly signed by nodal officer of respective help center to complete his registration process.
- The candidate applying for NRI Quota, document verification and submission will be done only at Office of ACPUGMEC, Gandhinagar – 382016, Gujarat. They have to submit Demand draft of Rs. 10,000/- (Non-Refundable) in favor of ‘ACPUGMEC’, payable at Gandhinagar as processing fee at the Office of ACPUGMEC, GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar only at the time of document verification and submission.
Step-4:

- Merit list will be prepared as per the rules of Notification (No.: GP-5/MCG/1017/SFS-15/I) of Health and Family Welfare Department Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar, dated 13th March, 2018, as amended up to 8th October, 2020 and published on the official website of ACPUGMEC [સરકાર સાચિવાલયની પ્રૌદ્યોગિક પ્રકાશિત વેબસાઇટ પર પ્રકાશિત થાય છે], ACPUGMEC & ACPPGMEC Chambers, Gujarat Medical Education Council, Gandhinagar, are eligible for admission process.

- Detailed program for online counseling, seat matrix and fee structure will be announced in due course on the website [ઓનલાઇન કોનેન્સલલની સેટ મેકર્ટ અને ફી સ્ટ્રક્ચર ની મહત્ત્વપૂર્ણ જાહેરાત વેબસાઇટ પર જાહેર થાય છે].

Important [સાબિત નથી]!!

- After submitting the documents at the respective centers, wait for merit list [સેંટરાંની પર પ્રથીમાં જાં પછી, મેરિટ વિસ્ત ની રાહ જુઓ].

- The list of participating institutes with details of fees will be available on the website. Only those colleges who got permission from respective council (NMC/DCI/CCIM/Ayush) will be considered for admission process. [સહેલી સેલ્ટરો ખાતે પ્રોઆસ્ડ્ર ડિઝિટલ પર મ્ટીટ ડિર આવાયે છે. તેમ પ્રોઆસ્ડ્ર સંપૂર્ણ ડેટા (એનએમસિ / ડીસીઆઈ / સીસીઆઈમેચ / આર્ુ) પર મેંદ્રી મંગી છે તા ઇક્સ પ્રેશ પ્રેશ મારે પ્રથીમાં બનાવશે.]

- ACPUGMEC will prepare a merit list on basis of All India Rank of NEET-UG [ACPUGMEC NEET-UG એન એન એફિટિ એજ્નટ દ્વારા સંપૂર્ણ મેરિટ વિસ્ત તૈર્ાર કરશે છે].

- The candidates, who apply for Government seats of Government and Unaided Medical and Dental Colleges, are also eligible for Management seats of Unaided Medical and Dental Colleges [સરકારી અને સ્વ-સામાન્ય ડેન્ટલ અને ડેન્ટલ કોલેજોની રેન્કિંગ દ્વારા સ્વ-સામાન્ય ડેન્ટલ કોલેજોની રેન્કિંગ અને એસ્ટ્ર પ્રોઆસ્ડ્રની મેનેજમેન્ટ મેક્ટ સ્વ-સામાન્ય મેનેજમેન્ટ મેક્ટ બનાવતા પણ લાલ્સ દર્શાવતા છે].

- Candidate has to preserve PIN till the whole admission process is completed including Refund process.
4.3 Procedure for Online Registration [ઓનલાઈન રજીસ્ટ્રેશન માટેની પ્રક્રિયા]

- Purchase PIN through the website: [http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx](http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx) by online payment of Rs. 200/- (Non-refundable) [રૂ. ૨૦૦/- (નોન-રીફિંડેબલ)]

- All the candidates hereby informed that all the activities of admission described here shall be performed within stipulated time limit as declared by Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC) and refer the admission schedule declared by ACPUGMEC from time to time on [http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx](http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx)

- Gujarat Board / CBSE / ISCE / Cambridge University / National Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) students who have qualified NEET-UG of current academic year and passed SSC and HSC Examination (Science B/AB Stream) from Gujarat State and Domicile of Gujarat / born in Gujarat state and eligible as per admission rules of Gujarat State have to visit the website [http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx](http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx) from anywhere through internet for Online Registration process.

- For online registration process candidate has to click "Apply for Admission in Medical, Dental, Homeopathy and Ayurvedic" button. New window will appear on the computer screen.
- Click on “Candidate Registration/Login”. New window will appear on the computer screen. 
[“Candidate Registration/Login” button on the computer screen]

- To register as a new candidate, click the “Click here for New Registration” button. By doing so, New Registration window will be displayed on the computer screen. 
[“Click here For New Registration” button on the computer screen]
• Enter ‘Serial number of PIN (5 digit, received in your mobile/email)’, ‘14 digit PIN’, ‘E-mail Address’, ‘Mobile No.', ‘Roll No. (NEET Roll No.)’ and ‘Captcha Image’ in the appropriate box. Verify the details entered and if every detail entered is correct, click “SUBMIT” button. 5 digit User ID and 14 digit PIN is an important parameter to login in your account for all future processes, so save them carefully. Then, the “Online Registration Form” window will be displayed on the computer screen. [उपाध्याय श्रीमती ‘Serial number of PIN (पांच अंक का PIN, सामान्य बोला / इ-मेल माध्यम से भेजा), ‘14 digit PIN’, ‘E-mail Address’, ‘Mobile No.’, ‘Roll No. (NEET Roll No.)’ अपने ‘Captcha Image’ आधारित वेबसाइट पर भरना होगा. आवेदक महिला कारकी अपने फोन के साथ या इ-मेल माध्यम से बिना किसी तरीके के भेजा।]

• The candidate has to fill up personal details in the format as displayed in “Online Registration Form”. Candidate’s ‘Serial number of PIN’ will appear as LOGIN/USER ID. After that, the candidate has to enter a password by using at least 6 (six) and maximum 12 (twelve) alphanumeric characters. Re-enter the same password at the space marked as “Confirm Password”. For future login the candidate has to use the same Login ID, PIN and password only. So, candidate has to remember the password for subsequent login. [उपाध्यायक ‘Online Registration Form’ में दिखाई देने वाली मानकता की अनुसार अंकों के साथ अधिकारी अंकों की तरीके के साथ या इ-मेल माध्यम से बिना किसी तरीके के भेजा। आवेदक महिला आवेदक के फोन से या इ-मेल माध्यम से बिना किसी तरीके के भेजा। “Confirm Password” आधारित वेबसाइट पर उपयोगकर्ता का पासवर्ड फरीरे अपने फोन के साथ या इ-मेल माध्यम से बिना किसी तरीके के भेजा। आवेदक के साथ कोई भी जोड़कर नहीं आवेदक के फोन के साथ या इ-मेल माध्यम से बिना किसी तरीके के भेजा।]

You are accessing this website through the IP Address: 43.241.194.213
Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
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Please do not share your password and purchased PIN with anyone. If you have lost your PIN, you have to come at CCR, GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar for regenerate your PIN by paying processing fee decided by ACPUGMEC.

Verify the entries made and if every detail found correct then choose "I Agree" option at the bottom of the form, if the declaration is acceptable. If the candidate selects "I Agree" option, he will be allowed to click the "SUBMIT" button. In case any mandatory information not filled then registration will not be completed. In such case the incomplete fields will be highlighted by "*" with red colour or message will be displayed. Provide the incomplete information and click "SUBMIT" button. OTP will be generated and will be sent to your Registered Mobile.
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• After entering OTP click on “Save Changes”. New window will appear on the computer screen. “Save Changes” button will be generated. Click "Save Changes" button. The “Online Registration Form” will appear with already filled details which can be edited by the candidate. After editing, the candidate has to verify the details entered and if every detail found correct, click "Confirm Registration Details" button. No changes to registration details will be allowed after this. [એ કરારી, "Registration Details" દેખાશે. જો કોઈ સુધારા કરવા જરૂરી જણાર્ તો, "EDIT/CONFIRM APPLICATION" બટન ઉપર મટલક કરો. આબાદીકરતા દ્વારા ભરેલ મેળવી લખાણમાં સારા મેળવી લખાણની સૂચના જેવી "Online Registration Form" દેખાશે. સદર મેળવી લખાણમાં આવશે સૂચના વચ્ચે સારા મેળવી લખાણની સૂચના જેવી "Confirm Registration Details" બટન ઉપર મટલક કરો. તાજગાહે સ્ક્રેન્સ મેળવી લખાણમાં એક પાછું પ્રક્રિયા વિક્રી કરી શકશે નહી.]
The candidate will be able to take print of the "Registration Details" only after clicking "Registration Details" under “REGISTRATION DETAILS” button. The candidate can click the “Print Your Details” button for printing “Registration Details” page. ["REGISTRATION DETAILS" ने अन्तर्गत “Registration Details” अंतर्भूत डिस्क रखा भाषा ज उमेदवार "Registration Details" ने विवेक बहुत चाहै. “Registration Details” विवेक करें माते उमेदवार से "Print Your Details" भाषा डिस्क रखना चाहै.]
Candidate has to take **prior appointment** for the Document Verification and Submission of photocopies of Documents mentioned in registration slip at Help Center. Candidate, by selecting the Date, time slot and Help Center for Document Verification at the time of printing the Registration Slip. The candidate then has to submit “**Registration Details**” and all relevant original documents & self-attested photocopies at appointed Help Center, compulsorily.

The candidate will be able to take appointment for Document Verification after clicking “Document Verification Appointment” under “**REGISTRATION DETAILS**” button. [“**REGISTRATION DETAILS**” – नै अंतर्गत “Document Verification Appointment” बटन उपर डाटा निकाल कर उम्मीदवार अवश्यक योजना अपॉइन्टमेंट बटन चाहें शामिल हो जाएगा।]
For the confirmation of registration at Help Center, all candidates have to take print of the “Registration Details” (two copies). Self-attested copies of all relevant documents (as per the list mentioned at the bottom of the Registration Details) should be attached with the Registration Details. Both candidate as well as parent/guardian of the candidate has to compulsorily sign the Registration Details at the space provided. In case of candidates of SC/SEBC/ST/EWS/PwD category, the candidates have to submit 02 copies of caste certificate, Non-creamy layer certificate and school leaving certificate / transfer certificate. 

The officer at the Help Center will verify the Registration Details and self-attested photocopies of relevant documents with originals. The officer will retain Registration Slip and set of self-attested documents and issue the Registration Slip with signature and seal to the Candidate. It is mandatory for all candidates to verify all Original Documents at Help Center and obtain Registration Slip, without which candidate shall not be eligible for further admission process.
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Important: It is compulsory to visit Help center and submit your Registration slip along with self-attested photocopies of required documents and to get Acknowledgment receipt of registration otherwise your candidature will not be considered for further admission process. [ફરજીરાત છે, તે મસવાર્ ઉિેદવાર આર્ળની પ્રવેશ પ્રક્રિર્ાિં ભાર્ લઇ શકશે નહીં.]

FOR NRI CANDIDATE: The candidate applying for NRI Quota, document verification and submission will be done only at Office of ACPUGMEC, GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar. The instructions for NRI candidates are available in details on the website: http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx under "Instructions for NRI Candidates". [એન.આર.આઈ. ઉિેદવાર જે અરજી કરે અને ઉિે દ્વારા અસર લાવશે ત્ે કે અમને મેદાની જે હેલ્પ સેન્ટર યથે કરી શકશે. એમ એક મંજૂર છે અને પ્રવેશની પ્રક્રિર્ા ની અપલોડ રીતે.]

FOR PwD (PERSONS WITH DISABILITY) CANDIDATE: All candidates, who are applying for PwD quota, have to appear for examination for disability to Medical Board of ACPUGMEC. Eligibility as PwD candidate will only be based on the basis of Disability Certificate issued from a Medical Board of ACPUGMEC. No other PwD certificate, issued by any other Authorities/Hospital will be entertained. [ઓનાં ટવોટાને એકેડેમિકી ઈરાદાર તરીકે સમજીશે અને એકેડેમિકી ઇરાદાર ઉિેદવારો અરજી કરી શકશે. એમ એક મંજૂર નથી, આપ ઉિેદવારો તેમજ પ્રવેશની પ્રક્રિર્ા તમારા ઉિેદવારી નોંધવાિં આવશે નથી.]

CANDIDATE ACCOUNT DETAILS:
For performing different activities in one’s account different options are given

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home</th>
<th>To come back to Home Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logout</td>
<td>To Exit from your login account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Details</td>
<td>To View Registration Detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit Registration Details</td>
<td>To Edit Registration Detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Registration Slip</td>
<td>To Print Registration Slip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change Password</td>
<td>Candidate can reset the password for the security purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Candidate can view his previous login details and activities performed at any time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Guidelines for Admission in NRI Quota Seats

Note: Students should carefully read the rules for admission before submitting the application form. In the event of anything stated therein being found factually incorrect, the admission will be liable to be cancelled and concerned candidate will be liable to face legal action.

1. DEFINITIONS:


Accordingly following criteria will be used for determining the NRI status of the candidate/parent.

Non-resident Indian is “a person who is not resident in India”.

The term NRI is defined under FEMA rules and regulations as ‘A person resident outside India who is either a citizen of India or is a person of Indian origin (PIO).’

Under the Foreign Exchange Management (Deposit) Regulations, 2000, which deal with banking accounts in India by NRIs, the term PIO is defined as below:

A Person of Indian Origin (PIO) is a citizen of any country other than Bangladesh or Pakistan, if he at any time held an Indian passport or he or either of his parents or any of his grandparents was a citizen of India by virtue of the Constitution of India or the Citizenship Act, 1955 or he is spouse of an Indian citizen or a person referred to in ‘a’ or ‘b’.

Resident outside India: Person resident outside India means a person who is not resides in India.

Resident in India: Person Resident in India means:

i. Person Resides in India for more than 182 days during the course of preceding financial year but does not include:
   (A) A person who has gone out of India or who stays outside India, in either case:
      (A.1) for or on taking up employment outside India; or
      (A.2) for carrying on outside India a business or vocation outside India; or
      (A.3) for any other purpose, in such circumstances as would indicate his intention to stay outside India for an uncertain period.
   (B) A person who has come to or stay in India, in either case, otherwise than:
      (B.1) for or on taking up employment in India, or
      (B.2) for carrying on in India a business or vocation in India, or
      (B.3) for any other purpose, in such circumstances as would indicate his intention to stay in India for an uncertain period;
   ii. Any person or body corporate registered or incorporated in India;
   iii. An Office, Branch or Agency in India owned or controlled by a person resides outside India;
   iv. An Office, Branch or Agency in India owned or controlled by a person resides in India.

b) Person of Indian Origin:

Person of Indian Origin” means a foreign citizen (not being a citizen of Pakistan, Bangladesh and other countries as may be specified by the Central Government from time to time) if,

- he/she at any time held an Indian passport; or
- he/she or either of his/her parents or grandparents or great grandparents was a citizen of India by virtue of the Constitution of India or the Citizenship Act, 1955 (57 of 1955); or
- He/she is a spouse of a citizen of India or a person of Indian origin covered under (i) or (ii) above.
2. **ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:** (As per notification by Health & Family welfare department, Government of Gujarat, Gandhinagar)
   a) (i) A candidate shall be a Non-Resident Indian, or
      (ii) His/her parents or in absence of his/her parents, his/her legal guardian shall be Non-Resident India.
   b) The candidate must have obtained minimum qualifying marks in 12th Standard as per regulatory Council.
   c) The candidate should have appeared in NEET-UG examination current academic year and have been declared “Qualified”.
   d) A candidate shall have completed 17 years of age on or before the 31st December of the Academic Year for which the admissions are being conducted.
   e) “Provisional Eligibility Certificate” should be obtained from concerned University within one month of admission.

3. **MERIT LIST:**
   Admission on the non-resident Indian seats shall be given by ACPUGMEC on the basis of inter-se merit based on: All India Overall Rank at the NEET-UG examination current academic year from among the candidates who have applied for admission against the Non-Resident Indian seats.

4. **DOCUMENTS:**
   Application will be considered only if it is accompanied by copies of the following certificates, duly notarized.
   a) Print-out of Online Application
   b) School Leaving Certificate or other document showing place of birth
   c) H.S.C.E. / Equivalent Examination mark sheet
   d) Mark Sheet of NEET-UG examination current academic year
   e) Transcript – for abroad student.
   f) Equivalence certificate from Association of Indian Universities, New Delhi if passed H.S.C. Examination from outside India – for abroad student.
   g) Passport (Notarized color photocopies of all pages including blank Pages) of NRI/NRI Parents
   h) Visa / Resident permit / OCI / PIO card as applicable (Notarized Colour Photocopy)
   i) Address proof (Indian) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)
   j) Address proof (Foreign) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)
   k) Undertaking in regard for the fees from NRI Student/Parent (on 300 Rs. Stamp paper)
   l) Document/s for Proof of Origin (Citizenship Card/P.R. Card etc.) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)

**NOTE:** All necessary documents should be available in English language only. If any document is in language other than English, it must be translated in English language by competent authority.

5. The applicant shall have to produce the original certificates mentioned in 4a, 4b and 4c and for all other documents, Notarized color copies to be submitted at the time of submission of application. Originals of documents mentioned in 4d, 4e, 4f and 4g shall have to be produced at the time of counselling. If during scrutiny or any time thereafter any discrepancy or incorrectness is noticed, the admission is liable to be cancelled forthwith. The candidate could be expelled and criminal action would be initiated against him.

6. Residence in the college hostel will be offered to the students as per availability. The allotment, decided on the basis of merit/requirements, will be at the discretion of the Dean / Principal. Admission to the college does not guarantee hostel admission.
7. The hostel fees will be charged at rate fixed by the respective Management from time to time and will be paid by the student before the beginning of each term. Any other fee is to be paid by student, as decided by college authorities at par with all students.

8. So long as the father of the student is alive, no other person will be ordinarily accepted as his guardian.

9. Chairman, ACPUGMEC reserves the right to insert any new guideline or to edit / modify / delete any guideline to meet the exigencies of situation at any time.

10. For further information or clarification, contact:
    Mobile: 9099074536
    Fax: +91-79-23240295
    Web: www.medadmgujarat.org
    Email: medadmgujarat2018@gmail.com

11. Interpretation: In implementation of the provisions of these rules, if any difficulty or question arises as to the interpretation of any provision, decision of the Chairman, ACPUGMEC shall be final.

12. The Jurisdiction of any dispute will be at Ahmedabad.
CHECKLIST FOR NRI CATEGORY STUDENTS

Name of Candidate: ________________________________________________________________
12th Exam Seat No.: ___________________________ NEET Roll No.: ______________________
12th Exam Board: _________________________________________________________________
Category:  OPEN  SEBC  ST  SC  EWS

Please tick (√) appropriate box of the documents you have submitted with this application. (Attach only the attested photocopies in the sequence given below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Document Description</th>
<th>Required Certificates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Print-out of Online Application</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>School Leaving Certificate or other document showing place of birth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>H.S.C.E. / Equivalent Examination mark sheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mark Sheet of NEET-UG examination current academic year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cast certificate (by Authorities of Gujarat State only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Non-creamy layer certificate (Parishitha '4' in Gujarati)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>EWS certificate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Transcript – for abroad student.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Equivalence Certificate – for abroad student.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Passport (Notarized color photocopies of all pages including blank Pages) of NRI/NRI Parents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Visa / Resident permit / OCI / PIO card as applicable (Notarized Color Photocopy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Address proof (Indian) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Address proof (Foreign) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Undertaking in regard for the fees from NRI Student/Parent (on 300 Rs. Stamp paper)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Document/s for Proof of Origin (Citizenship Card/P.R. Card etc.) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Self-addressed envelope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Any Other (please specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a.                                                                                       |

b.                                                                                       |

Duration of stay in India of NRI student / NRI Parent during last Financial Year (i.e. 01/04/2019 to 31/03/2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Arrival</th>
<th>Page no. of Passport</th>
<th>Date of Departure</th>
<th>Page no. of Passport</th>
<th>Days</th>
<th>TOTAL STAY IN DAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Date: ________________________ (Signature of Candidate) (Signature of Parent)

Name of the VERIFIER: ___________________________________________________________
Date: ________________________ (Signature of the Verifier)
FORMAT OF UNDERTAKING

(TO BE NOTARIZED BY NOTARY PUBLIC ON 300 RS. STAMP PAPER)

FROM:
1. PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN [Name & Address]
2. STUDENT [Name & Address]
Date:

Sub: Undertaking in regard for the fees to be paid to the college

(1) I, Mr./Ms. ____________________________ (Name of the student)
residing at ____________________________

(2) We, Mr./Ms. ____________________________ (Name of the Parent/Guardian)
residing at ____________________________ the
former having been admitted to the 1st year Course at your institute under NRI seat quota hereby agree,
affirm and declare jointly and severally that the fees of US $ {As described in prospect of concerned
college} for entire course will be paid by us to the said Institute for the entire course by installments as
specified by the institute and the said fee shall be neither negotiable nor refundable in full or part thereof
under any circumstances except as provided under the rules of admission and that thereof we will not
raise the issue of refunding to us the said amount at any time or under any circumstance.

We also agree and undertake to pay the additional fee as per clause 8(iii) of admission rules for each
term if the period of study is prolonged beyond the normal prescribed period of study and one year of
internship due to any reason whatsoever. We also understand that if all the dues are not cleared, the
student may not be sent up for the examination.

Yours faithfully,

________________________________________
PARENT/GUARDIAN

________________________________________
STUDENT

The above declarations duly notarized by me.
Mr./Ms. ____________________________ Notary Public.

Place: ____________
Date: ____________
Seal/stamp
of Notary Public

Signature
of Notary Public

Notary Public Signature of the Notary Public [Stamp of the Notary Public]
4.5 Seat Distribution

1. Available Seats for Admissions:
   a. Government and Grant-in-aid Medical, Dental, Ayurveda and Homeopathy Colleges:
      i. Government Seats (GQ) = 85% seats of total sanctioned seats after deduction of 15% seats for All India Quota.
      b. Self- Financed Medical and Dental Colleges:
         i. Government Seats (GQ): 75% seats of total sanctioned seats
         ii. Management Seats (MQ): 10% seats of total sanctioned seats
         iii. NRI Seats (NQ): 15% seats of total sanctioned seats
   c. Self- Financed Ayurveda and Homeopathy Colleges:
      i. Government Seats (GQ): 60% seats of total sanctioned seats
      Note: 25% seats (including 10% Management seats and 15% NRI Seats) of self-financed ayurvedic and homeopathy colleges will be filled by Consortium (Group of Institutions may be one or more than one).

2. Seat Distribution as per Reserved Category:
   - Constitutional Reservation is applied to Government Seats (GQ) in all Institutes.
4.6 Guidelines for Choice Filling [ચોઈસ ફીલિંગ માટે રાઇડલાઈન્સ]

- Online allotment of seats is done on the basis of merit cum choice [ભંદારી ઓફિસની હુમલી મેટિ કમ પસંદગીના આપારે બરીમાં આવે છે].
- Choice can be decided by candidate on following criteria [પસંદગી પર પસંદગી નથી કરી શકાય છે]:
  - Course of choice [પસંદગીના અભ્યાસ ન આવે છે]
  - Institute/Place of choice [પસંદગીના સ્થાન / સ્થળ આવે છે]
  - Government or Self-financed Institute [પસંદગીના સ્થાન-નિયંત્રક સ્થાન]
  - Tuition fees [ટ્રૂશન ફી]

- In the choice filling of Second and subsequent round, Allotment of seats will be carried out as per the Closure of first round, irrespective of choices filled in by candidate of first round [બીજા અને અનુરૂપ પસંદગીના પસંદગીના બરીમાં, પ્રયામ રાઉન્ડ ઉમેરતા દ્વારા પ્રયામ પસંદગીના બદલાય હોય, પ્રયામ રાઉન્ડ ક્લોસ્ટ મંજુર ભંદારી દ્વારા પસંદગીના આપે છે].
- Closure of present round will be displayed along with allotment result of that round [જે ને રાઉન્ડ દ્વારા ઘટાડીની પરિસ્થિતિ સાથે તે રાઉન્ડનું ક્લોસ્ટ પ્રદર્શન કરી શકે છે].
- If candidate is failed to confirm the admission on allotted seat due to any reason, such candidate shall not be allotted same type of seats in the same institute in the successive rounds of counselling [જો ઉદ્યોગર, એવો સંદેહ જોવાં મણી પર અંદરષન નું કરવાનું કર્યું પણ છે, તો આવા ઉમેરતા ક્લોસ્ટ વિશે અનુભવની રાઉન્ડમાં એ જ સ્થાને એ જ પ્રકારની બદલા પર પ્રવેશ દ્વારા મળશે પણ].

- For Online Choice Filling, visit the website: [ઓનલાઈન ચોઈસ ફીલિંગ માટે વેબસાઇટ: http://medadmgujarat.org/ [ઓફિસની હુમલી વેબસાઇટ: http://medadmgujarat.org/ ની મુલાકાત બાટ].]
• Click on "Medical, Dental, Ayurvedic & Homeopathy" tab under "Undergraduate Admission". New window will appear on the computer screen. ["Undergraduate Admission" હાલની "Medical, Dental, Ayurvedic & Homeopathy" ટબ પર ટલીક કરો. નવી કમ્પ્યૂટર સ્કીન દેખાશે.]

• Click on “Apply for Admission in Medical, Dental, Homeopathy, and Ayurvedic” button. New window will appear on the computer screen. ["Apply for Admission in Medical, Dental, Homeopathy, and Ayurvedic" બ્રેઝન પર ટલીક કરો. ત્ર્ભુલાદાય નવી કમ્પ્યુટર સ્કીન દેખાશે.]

• Click on “Candidate Registration/Login”. New window will appear on the computer screen. ["Candidate Registration/Login" બ્રેઝન પર ટલીક કરો. નવી કમ્પ્યુટર સ્કીન દેખાશે.]

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose. 31
Enter your USER ID (SR NO. of PIN), Password, 14 Digit PIN, Captcha & Click on Submit button. New window will appear on the computer screen. [નો શુંટરી નાંકડા, પાસવર્ડ, 14 ઔદધિયારી પિન, અને Captcha ની ડીથ વચ્ચે અંગ સભ્યભાર બનાન પાટ કરો. નવી કોમ્પ્રિટર સ્ટીન દેખાશે.]
- Click on "CHOICE DETAILS". 3 options will be displayed as below. ["CHOICE DETAILS" બંને પછી ધરાકી દીધ શકો છો]
  - Available Choice: you can see all available choices [Available Choice: આપણી ઉપલબ્ધ પસિંદર્ીઓ તિે જોઈ શકો છો]
  - Fill Choice: to start your choice filling process [Fill Choice: તારી ચોઈસ ફીલલિંગ પ્રક્રિર્ા શરૂ કરવા]
  - Print Filled Choice: after locking your choices you can take printout of your choice list [Print Filled Choice: તારી પસિંદર્ીઓ તિારી પરંપરા પ્રમોટ કરી તિે તારી પસિંદર્ીઓના વિગતિની પ્રિંટ-આઉટ બાદ શકો છો]

- Click on “Available Choice” to start the process for choice filling. New window will appear on the computer screen. [અલગ લીસીના પ્રક્રિયા શરૂ કરી “Available Choice” બંને પછી ધરાકી દીધ શકો. નવી કોમ્પ્યુટર સ્ટ્િીન]
**CHOICE AVAILABLE:** You can see all available choices. You can filter out the choice based on options as under:

- **Branch:**

- **Institute Type:**

- **Seat Type:**
  - GOVERNMENT SEAT [સરકારી બેઠક] (GQ) / MANAGEMENT SEAT [િેનેજિેન્ટ બેઠક] (MQ) / NRI SEAT [એન.આર.આઈ. બેઠક] (NQ)
Click on “Fill Choice” to start the process for choice filling. New window will appear on the computer screen.

Box 1: Filter your choices by Branch, institute, institute type, and seat type. [શાખા, સિંસ્ટ્ર્થા, સિંસ્ટ્ર્થા પ્રકાર, અને બેઠક પ્રકાર દ્વારા તિારી પસિંદર્ીઓ ક્લરફલ્ટર કરો.]

- Branch: MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS
Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)

- **Institute type**: Blue colour – Govt. and Gant-aid Institute; Green colour – Self-financed institute
- **Seat type**: GQ - Government Seat; MQ: Management Seat; NQ: NRI Seat
- **Institute Name**: Name of particular institute

**Box 2**: Add your choices, you can add unlimited number of choices.

**Box 3**: You can re-arrange your choices by serial number.

**Box 4**: You can delete all filled choices and can start choosing new choices again.

- **Click “add” in left side panel ⇒ choice will be shifted to right side panel**.

**SAVE CHOICE**: To save your filled choices.

**SAVE & EXIT**: To save your filled choices and exit from choice filling page.

- After save and exit choices page, you can review your choices. Click on "Modify Choices" to modify your choices. After typing 14-digit PIN no., you can lock your choices after clicking on "Lock Choices".
Box 1: Candidate must take print-out of locked choices. Whenever any query arises, the committee will consider print-out of your locked choices only. [ઉમદવારે લોક કરેલી પસંદગીઓની પન્ટ લેવી જોઈએ. જેથી પછી કોઈ વસ્તુઓ વખત છે, ત્યામાં સમિતી ક્યારે તમારી લોક કરેલી પસંદગીઓની મપ્રન્ટને જ ધ્ર્યાનિાિં લેશે.]

Box 2: You can Un-Lock and modify your filled choices after entering 14-digit PIN No. till time and date decided by ACPUGMEC. [ACPUGMEC ઉપરાંત તમારી સમય અને તારીખ માટે તમે 14 અંકોની પન્ટ નંબર ત્રારે પંખી તમે લોક કરેલી પસંદગીઓને અનલોક કરી શકો છો ને સમય અને તારીખ માટે લોક કરી શકો છો.]

If you fail to lock choices it will be automatically locked on last day of choice filling. [બદલે તમે પસંદગીઓને બોઝ કરવામાં નિર્ભર શકો ને તેનો સૂચના વ્યવહાર કરવામાં આવશે અને તમે બોઝ શકો છો.]
4.7 **Declaration of Result, Generate Allotment Letter & Payment of Fees**

**DECLARATION OF RESULT OF SEAT ALLOTMENT AND PRINTING OF ALLOTMENT LETTER**

- After choice filling ACPUGMEC will declare result as per the merit number and choices filled by the candidate.
- Candidate can download his allotment letter and fees challan from his account after login with the help of User ID & Password.
- For NRI Candidate: The candidate who has been allotted seat in NRI category, he/she has to pay Rs. 5.00 lakh (as Refundable Deposit) by online payment gateway or cash or Demand Draft in favor of "ACPUGMEC, payable at Gandhinagar" in the designated bank's branches approved by ACPUGMEC. After that students have to confirm the admission by submitting Original Documents Help Center. Then candidate has to pay prescribed tuition fees in US Dollar or equivalent amount in any other foreign currency within time limit at admitted institute. If any candidate fails to deposit this fee at admitted institute in stipulated timeframe, the admission will be considered as cancelled. ACPUGMEC will refund the deposit amount of Rs. 5.00 lakh after the completion of whole admission process.

**PAYMENT OF FEES**

- Candidate can pay the tuition fees of allotted college either by online payment mode through official website of ACPUGMEC or by cash/ Demand Draft through designated branch of bank.
- After payment of tuition fees students has to collect receipt generated from ACPUGMEC portal in 2 copies and copy of challan (2 copies).

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
4.8 Instructions for Admission Confirmation [આડમિશન કન્ફિગ કરવા િાટેની સૂચનાઓ]

- Candidate has to take prior appointment for the Document Submission at Help Center. Candidate can select the Date and Help Center for Document Submission at the time of printing the Allotment Letter. [ઉદેદવારે હેલ્પ સેન્ટર ખાતે અસલ પ્રિાણપત્રો જિા કરાવવા માટે અંગેની અપોઈન્ટમેન્ટ બેંકની રીતે. ઉદેદવારે, પોતાની જાતે, અંગેનીની વિન્ડ બેંક પસં અસલ પ્રિાણપત્રો જિા કરાવવા માટે અંગે હેલ્પ સેન્ટર પસં કરી શકે છે.]

A. THE CANDIDATE, WHO HAVE BEEN ALLOTTED SEAT FOR FIRST TIME IN ANY ROUND [ઉદેદવારે કોઈ પણ સ્ટ્ર્ાન્ડ વાર પ્રવેશ ફાળવેલ છે):

- After payment of tuition fees, the candidates who have been allotted seat, they have to submit their original documents at appointed Help Centre as under [ત્ર્ુશન ફી ચુકવણી કર્ાગ બાદ, જે ઉદેદવારોને પ્રવેશ ફાળવેલ છે, તેના નામને ઉદેદવારોએ અંગેનીની વિન્ડ હેલ્પ સેન્ટર ખાતે અંગે ની મૂળ અસલ પ્રિાણપત્રો જિા કરાવવાના રખી શકે છે.]
1. Allotment Letter of ACPUGMEC [ACPUGMECનો એલોટિેન્ટ લેટર]
2. Receipt of Payment of Tuition Fee at Bank [બેન્કિાં ટ્ર્ુશન ફી જિા કરાવર્ાની અસલ રસીદ]
3. Tuition Fee Receipt generated thru' Admission Module [એડમિશન િોડ્રુલ દ્વારા િળેલી ટ્ર્ુશન ફી જિા કરાવર્ાની રસીદ]
4. Print Copy NEET-UG mark-sheet of current academic year [વતગિાન શૈક્ષમણક વર્ગ ની NEET-UG િોડ્રુલ]
5. Std. 10th Marksheet [ધો. ૧૦ ની િાકગશીટ]
6. Std. 12th Marksheet [ધો. ૧૨ ની િાકગશીટ]
7. Document showing place of birth & Date of Birth & Indian Citizenship (School leaving Certificate/ Transfer Certificate/ Passport/ Birth Certificate) [જન્િ સ્ટ્ર્થળ/ જન્િ તારીખ અને ભારતીર્ નાર્ક્રરકતાના પ્રિાણપત્ર (શાળા છોડ્ર્ાનુિં પ્રિાણપત્ર/ ટ્ર્ુશન નિષ્કિનટ પસસબટટ નિષ્કિયન પોસ્ટર જન્િ તારીખ અને ભારતીર્ નાર્ક્રરકતાના પ્રિાણપત્ર)]
8. Domicile Certificate (with signature and stamp of Authority) issued by Competent Authorities (Mamlatdar / Executive Magistrate / Commissioner of Police) of Gujarat State only [વતગિાન રવા ની અમધકારીઓ (િાિલતદાર / એટઝીટર્ુટીવ િેમજસ્ટ્રેટ/ પોલીસ કમિશનર) દ્વારા આપેલ ડોમિસાઇલ સર્ટગક્રફકેટ (અમધકારીના સહી અને મસટકા વાલું)]
9. For SEBC, ST and SC Category: Caste certificate issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only [એસ.ઈ.બી.સી., એસ.ટી. અને એસ.સી. કેટેર્રી િાટે ઉદેદવારે જામત પ્રિાણપત્ર ફટત ર્ુજરાત રાજર્ ના અમધકારીઓ દ્વારા આપેલ હોય જાણ પ્રિાણપત્ર]
10. For SEBC Category: Non-creamy layer certificate (Parishistha ‘4’ in Gujarati/English) issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only [એસ.ઈ.બી.સી. કેટેર્રી િાટેના પાત્રતા ધરાવતા ઉદેદવારે જામત પ્રિાણપત્ર ફટત ર્ુજરાત રાજર્ ના અમધકારીઓ દ્વારા આપેલ હોય પક્રરમશષ્ટ ‘૪’ જામત રાજર્ ના અમધકારી હોય]
11. For EWS (Economically Weaker Sections) Category: EWS certificate issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only [એર્ર્થગક રીતે નબળા વર્ો કેટેર્રી િાટે ઉદેદવારે જામત પ્રિાણપત્ર ફટત ર્ુજરાત રાજર્ ચુકવા આપેલ હોય જાણ પ્રિાણપત્ર]
12. Copy of Passport (if Citizenship is Dual) [જામત પ્રિાણપત્રવિશેષતાનુિં પાસપોટગની નકલ (જો નાર્ક્રરતા ડ્ર્ુઅલ હોય તો)]
13. Fitness Certificate [શારીરિક સ્થિરતા પરમાણુ પ્રિાણપત્ર]
14. Any other document as per requirement [જરૂક્રરર્ાત કોઈપણ દસ્ટ્તાવેજ]
Candidates should bring envelope of 11 x 15-inch size. Write the following details on envelope with marker 

**Name of Candidate:** (As per NEET-UG marksheet)  
**User ID:**  
**General Merit No.:**  
**Category Merit No.:**  
**NRI Merit No:**  
**PwD Category Merit No.:**  
**Mobile No.:** (1) (2)  
**E-mail id:**  

**List of Document submitted:**  
*Please write Y/N in the box for relevant documents*

1. Allotment Letter of ACPUGMEC  
2. Tuition Fee Receipt  
3. Print Copy of NEET-UG Marksheet  
4. Std. 10th Marksheet  
5. Std. 12th Marksheet  
6. Proof of Date & Place of Birth & Indian Citizenship  
7. Domicile Certificate of Gujarat State  
8. Caste certificate  
9. Non-creamy layer certificate  
10. EWS Certificate  
11. Copy of Passport [if Citizenship is Dual/ Foreign]  
12. Fitness Certificate  
13.  

**B. THE CANDIDATE, WHOSE ALLOTMENT HAVE NOT BEEN UPGRADED**

The candidate, whose allotment have not been upgraded (no change in admitted college) in second round or subsequent round, need not to report at the help center.

**IMPORTANT:** The candidate, who have participated or not participated in 2nd Round and subsequent Round, the admission of previous round can also be up-graded in the same college by change of admission category (i.e. ST / SC / SEBC / EWS to General category or PwD to non-PwD seat) or change of quota (General Quota to Local Quota), there is no need to report the help center for confirmation of admission.
C. THE CANDIDATE, WHOSE ALLOTMENT HAVE BEEN UPGRADED:

- **IMPORTANT:** The candidate, whose allotment have been upgraded (change in admitted college) in second round or subsequent round, have to report to the help center for confirmation of admission to get Admission Order for that round. Otherwise allotted admission of that round will be automatically cancelled.

- After payment of tuition fees, or difference of tuition fees (in case of fees has been paid in previous round) for confirmation of the admission of upgraded seat, candidate have to visit the same help center where he/she had confirmed the admission of previous round with following documents:
  1. Allotment Letter of ACPUGMEC of Current Round
  2. Original Admission Order of ACPUGMEC of previous Round
  3. Copy of Tuition Fee Receipt of fees payment at Bank for previous Round
  4. Original Receipt of Payment of Difference of Tuition Fee at Bank, if applicable
  5. Difference of Tuition Fee Receipt generated thru' Admission Module, if applicable

- Candidate will get the new admission order duly signed by nodal officer of help center.

- **For NRI Candidate:** Candidate has to confirm the admission by reporting at Help Center. Candidate has to pay prescribed tuition fees in US Dollar or equivalent amount in any other foreign currency at admitted institute in Current round within prescribed time limit. ACPUGMEC will refund the deposit amount of Rs. 5.00 lakh after the completion of whole admission process.

- As the candidate has been upgraded seat in the current round, his/her admission of previous round is automatically got cancelled. If this candidate fails to confirm allotment of upgraded present also will be automatically cancelled.

- Failing to bring any original documents, the candidate will have no right of admission.

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
4.9 Procedure for Admission Cancellation [આદિમશન રદ કરવા માટેની પ્રક્રિયા]

- The candidates, who have confirmed their admission after submitting the original documents at the Help Center, want to cancel the admission, they have to go to the admission reported Help Center, in-person. [એ ઉમેદવાર પ્રવેશના જે જે જણ તમામે સમિત સ્તંભ દ્વારા પ્રવેશ કરાવયા જે પ્રવેશ રદ (Cancel) કરવા માંગવયા હોય તો તે છે એલ્યુ સેટર પિરી જે જે જણાવયા છે તે જે પ્રવેશ રદ (Cancel) કરવા માંગવયા હોય]

- The same seat will not be available to such candidate for subsequent round of admission but candidates can take part in subsequent round of counseling. [એ ઉમેદવાર જે જે પ્રવેશન એ તે જ જણ તમામે સમિત સ્તંભ દ્વારા પ્રવેશ કરાવયા જે પ્રવેશ રદ (Cancel) કરવા માંગવયા હોય]

- If candidate cannot come for some reason, the parents/representatives must bring the “Authority Letter” signed by candidate to Help Center. Without Authority Letter, parents/ representatives won’t be able to collect the documents. [જો ઉમેદવાર પોતા ના આવી શકે તો, ઉમેદવારના વાતી/પ્રમતમનમધને ઓર્થોક્રરટી લેટર સાથે એલ્યુ સેટર પિરી જે હેલ્પ સેંટર ખાતે આવવાનું રહેશે. ઓર્થોક્રરટી લેટર વડર વાતી/પ્રમતમનમધને ઓર્થોક્રરટી લેટર આવવાના આવશે નહિં]

- The candidates have to submit following documents and then can collect the original documents. [નીચે જણાવેલ પ્રમાણપત્રો ઉમેદવારોએ જણ આવવાના રહેશે તબટકાિં અસલ પ્રમાણપત્રો િેલી શકશે]
  - Original admission order of ACPUGMEC [ACPUGMEC નો અસલ આદિમશન ઓડગર]
  - Fee receipt/ challan - photocopy [ફી રીસીપ્ટ/ ચલનની નકલ]
  - Self-attested photocopy of Allotment Letter of All India Quota/ Deemed/ Central Universities / Other State Counseling OR application of cancellation if not admitted anywhere [ઓલ ઇમન્ડર્ા ટોવા/ ડીમ્ડ/ સેન્ટરના અલોટમેંટ ની નકલ અથવા કોઈ કોઈ અલોટમેંટ ન મળી હોય તો અદિમશન રદ કરવાની અરજી]
  - ID Proof - photocopy [આઈ.ડી. પૂર્વી નકલ]
  - Authority letter (In case parents/representatives want to collect the documents) [ઓર્થોક્રરટી લેટર (જો વાતી/પ્રમતમન ઓર્થોક્રરટી લેટર આવવાના લોં તો)]
4.10 Process for Participation for 2nd Round and Subsequent Round

[ગીત અને અંદભા લાઈ ભેય કોન્સેન્ટ પ્રક્રિયા]

- All the candidates, included in the Merit-List of ACPUGMEC, can participate in 2nd and subsequent round, irrespective of admission status of candidate of previous round [ACPUGMEC ના મેરિટ-લિસ્ટમાં સમાવિષ્ટ અથવા ઉમેદવારો, તેમની અગાઉના રાઉન્ડની પ્રવેશ સ્થિરિતના પાલનમાં ભેય ચંદ્ર છે].

- According to Merit Closure Rule of UG Admission Rules, in 2nd and subsequent round, the candidate will not be offered admission on the seats available according to his/her merit in allotment process of previous Round. [યુ.ખ. ના મેરિટ ક્રિયાઓ ની ભયાનમાં, ઉમેદવારને અગાઉના રાઉન્ડની ફાળવણી પ્રક્રિયામાં તેમના મેરિટ અનુકપ્ત ઉપવચચ બેઠકો પર ભેય અને અંદભા રાઉન્ડની પ્રવેશ આપવામાં આવશે નથી.]

- If any candidate does not take part in previous round in ACPUGMEC, still the candidate will not be offered admission on the seats available according to his/her merit in allotment process of previous Round. [જો કોઈ ઉમેદવાર ACPUGMEC ના અગાઉના રાઉન્ડમાં ભાગ લે નથી તો તેમા ફાળવણી પ્રક્રિયામાં તેમના મેરિટ અનુકપ્ત ઉપવચચ બેઠકો પર ભેય અને અંદભા રાઉન્ડની પ્રવેશ આપવામાં આવશે નથી.]

- To participate in the second and subsequent round, the candidates have to log-in in the website www.medadmgujarat.org using their User-ID and Password to give ONLINE CONSENT for participation in the second and subsequent round. [ગીત અને અંદભા લાઈ ભેય કોન્સેન્ટ આપવા માટે www.medadmgujarat.org વેબસાઇટમાં લોગિન કરો, ગીત અને અંદભા લાઈ ભેય કોન્સેન્ટ આપવા માટે www.medadmgujarat.org વેબસાઇટમાં લોગિન કરો.]
• The candidates can change/switch/add/delete their filled choices of the previous round. [ઉદેશ્યારે તેની અભાજના રાઉન્ડ-ના પસિંદર્ી પછી માં જાણી પસિંદર્ીગી વાક્યે તટસ્થ શહેરી પછી માં હોયાથી કરી શકે અનેભાજના નાની પસિંદર્ી / ઉદેશ્યારે તેની દૂધાળા અભાજના રાઉન્ડમાં આડાલેખ પસિંદર્ી પછી કામ કરીશે.]

• If the candidate, who have confirmed the admission of previous round and have given consent to participate in second and subsequent round, have been allotted new different seat, the admission of the first round will get automatically cancelled. [જાણીના રાઉન્ડમાં પ્રવેશ કૃપાયેલા ઉદેશ્યારે તે પ્રીત અને અભાજના રાઉન્ડમાં બાણ બેઠા માટેની ઓલનાઈન સંબંધત આપે અને તેની નાની શહેરી દૂધાળા પછી તો અભાજના રાઉન્ડમાં કૃપાયેલા પ્રવેશ અપોષાયની બાબત કરી શકે.]
4.11 Instructions for Mop-Up (Offline) Round of Counseling

- All the candidates, included in the Merit-List of ACPUGMEC, can participate in mop-up (offline) round of counseling, irrespective of admission status of candidate of previous round [ACPUGMEC ના મેરિટ-લિસ્ટમાં સમાવેશ કેટલા ઉમેરદારો, તેમની અનાગણા રચતની પ્રજાઓ વચ્ચે વ્યાખ્યાત યોગ્ય હતા, મોપ-આપ (આખાદાય) રચતમાં ભાગ માની શકે છે].

- It is mandatory for all the candidates, who want to participate in the mop-up (offline) round, to give ONLINE CONSENT for participation in the mop-up round. [મોપ-આપ રાઉનાં ભાગ માની ઈકસા વ્યૂ તેવા તમામ ઉમેરદારોએ મોપ-આપ (જુદુ મુકાલાના) રાઉનાં ભાગ માની અલગ અલગ મૂળભૂત તથા જુદુ મુકાલાના ઉચ્ચ મૂળભૂત સંખ્યા પ્રણયત રાખેલી]

- The candidate can take part in the mop-up round without cancelling his admission of the previous rounds. [ઉમેરદાર પોતાનો હાલનો પ્રવેશ રદ કરાવર્ા વર પણ મોપ-આપ રાઉનાં ભાગ માની શકેલો].

- To participate in the mop-up round, the candidates have to log-in in the website http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx using their User-ID and Password to give ONLINE CONSENT in prescribed time limit only [ઉમેરદારે પોતાના મેરી પ્રાર્થના પોતામાં User-ID અને Password ની માહિતી http://medadmgujarat.org/ug/home.aspx વેબસાઇટિાંથી લીધી રહી સાર્થે].

- After giving consent students have to take printout of “Consent” available in “Registration Details”, which shows the date and time of consent given by him/her. [સંભાવણી આપવા પહેલી “Registration Details” માં ઉપલબ્ધ “Consent” ની પંચદી આઉટટ લેવો પડશે, જે તેના દ્વારા આપવામાં આવેલી સંખ્યાજીએ તારીખ અને સિર્ દશાગવે છે.

- Candidate has to remain present as per the merit rank on allotted date, time at selected place. Students are instructed to bring copy of online consent at the time of offline counseling. [ઉદ્ધોગદારે પોતાના મરી છેરાત પોતામાં આપવામાં આવેલી સંખ્યાજીએ તારીખ અને સિર્ દશાગવે પર વ્યર્થી રહેશે].

- The candidates are instructed to see the vacancy status available for Mop up round and closure of previous round. The admission committee shall allot the seats as on available vacancy and also vacancy arise due to cascading effect of that particular seats. [ખાલી પ્રવેશ કાર્યાલયે પોતાના મેરી છેરાત પોતામાં આપવામાં આવે છે. પ્રજાઓ સમાનંતરું ઉપલબ્ધ ભાવી નેડિ અસાધારણથી નેડિ પસસના પ્રવેશની શ્રેણી પ્રશ્નચાલનિ નેડિફોર પર વ્યર્થી સંખ્યાજીએ રહેશે].

- The candidates will be called as per the merit rank and will be allotted the admission on vacant seats as well as vacancy arises due to upgradation of seats during counseling. During mop-up round of counseling, candidate will be offered seat as per the previous closure, vacancy and merit rank. If candidate is not willing to take admission in the offered seat, candidate can refuse the admission. In such case his/her previous admission will remain as it is. [ઉમેરદારે ને પોતાના મેરી છેરાત ઉમેરડારને મૂડબાબુ આપશે. પોતાના પ્રાર્થના ઉમેરદાર ઉમેર મેરી છેરાત પોતાના મેરી છેરાત ના ક્ષેત્ર ને પોતાના પ્રજાઓ અને અસાધારણથી નેડિ શકે છે અને આશા ઉમેરદારને અનાગણા પ્રજા કારો રાખેલી]

- Authority Letter or Proxy will NOT be allowed for taking admission in mop-up round of counseling. [ઓપરીટિ બીટ આપવા અભેદનોખો અસ રચાં બાપડી બાપડી અભેદનો બાપડી ના હાસે નાહી].
• The candidate, without required original documents and prescribed fees, will not be granted admission under any circumstances. [ગરુડી અલગ પ્રમાણપત્રો અને નિયમ હેઠળ પણ ઉમેદવારે કોઈપણ સુઝાવી સંભવિત પ્રવેશ આપવામાં આવશે નથી.]

• The candidate has to pay tuition fees by cash or Demand Draft in favor of “ACPUGMEC” payable at Gandhinagar at bank facility provided by ACPUGMEC, immediately. If candidate has paid tuition fees for admission for previous rounds, fees will be adjusted according to it. Excess fees will be refunded at the end of whole admission process. [યુથ પ્રવેશ પ્રક્રિયા દરમિયાન પ્રવેશ આપવા ગમત્રા ટ્રૂશન ઉમેદવાર હેઠળ “ACPUGMEC”, payable at Gandhinagar દ્વારા અપના રેક્ડ સમ્યા ટ્રૂશન જેમ જેમ સમિત ભાગ કરવીને વ્યવસ્થામાં બદલાવની રહીશે. જેમ ઉમેદવારે આગામી રેક્ડ-ઓમાં અંદરસિમત બદલાવ કરી બદલી રહે તો તેના આધારે તેમ જાણાવ કરી આપવામાં આવશે. તેમ ઉમેદવારે આગામી રેક્ડ-ઓમાં અંદરસિમત બદલાવ કરી બદલી રહે તો તેના આધારે તેમ જાણાવ કરી આપવામાં આવશે. તેમ ઉમેદવારે આગામી રેક્ડ-ઓમાં અંદરસિમત બદલાવ કરી બદલી રહે તો તેના આધારે તેમ જાણાવ કરી આપવામાં આવશે.]

• For NRI Candidate: The candidate who has been allotted seat in NRI category, he/she has to pay Rs. 5.00 lakh (as Refundable Deposit) by cash or Demand Draft in favor of “ACPUGMEC” payable at Gandhinagar at bank facility provided by ACPUGMEC, immediately. If candidate has paid tuition fees for admission for previous rounds, fees will be adjusted according to it. Then candidate has to pay prescribed tuition fees in US Dollar or equivalent amount in any other foreign currency at admitted institute. ACPUGMEC will refund the deposit amount of Rs. 5.00 lakh after the completion of whole admission process. [એન.આર.આઈ. ઉમેદવાર માટે: એન.આર.આઈ. બેઠક પર પ્રવેશ મળવા વિચારાંથી 3. પ.૦૦ વાંધ (રીફંડેબલ ક્રોડપોઝિટ દ્વારા) રેક્ડ સમ્યા અપના ઉમાંડ ગુંડ્ર દ્વારા “ACPUGMEC”, payable at Gandhinagar દ્વારા પ્રવેશ સમિત ભાગ કરવીને વ્યવસ્થામાં બદલાવની રહીશે. યુથ ઉમેદવારે આગામી રેક્ડ-૮માં અંદરસિમત બદલાવ કરી બદલી રહે તો તેના આધારે તેમ જાણાવ કરી આપવામાં આવશે. તાલુકા પ્રવેશ મળવા થાય તો નિયમ અને અંદરસિમત જે અંદરસિમત જાણાવ કરી બદલી રહે તો તેના આધારે તેમ જાણાવ કરી આપવામાં આવશે.]

• The candidate, who will remain absent at the day and time of counseling allotted to them, will have no right for admission. [જે ઉમેદવાર તેને કાઉન્સેલલિંગ કાઉન્સેલલિંગ દ્વારા અને સમય મેંદાર રહેશે, તેને પ્રવેશ માટે કોઈ અભિષેક હોય નથી.]

• Important note: Your admission will not be cancelled or changed in any circumstances once your merit number is passed in Mop-up round
4.12 Process of Fee Refund [ફી ક્રમાંકના પરિણામ]

- Fee refund process will start after completion of admission process [પ્રવેશ પ્રક્રિયાપણ પૂર્ણ થવા માટે, ફી ક્રિમાંકના પરિણામ સર્વે].

- Candidates, who have been admitted through ACPUGMEC and are eligible for the refund from the tuition fee paid at ACPUGMEC, have to fill the details regarding their refund, admitted institute and bank account (Bank Name, Account Holder Name, Bank Account No., Bank MICR No., IFSC No.) in Admission Module [ઉમેરી રીતે, અમે એસપીયેયેમિસરી દ્વારા પ્રવેશ મેળવેલ હોણા અને અમે ACPUGMEC પણી મૂકાવામાંથી આવી હોય હોય ક્રિમાંકના માટે કાઢે છે, નેમેં તેમની પ્રવેશ મેળવેલ સંસ્થા અને એક આરોગ્યસેની વિજ્ઞાની (બેંક નામનું, ખાતાધારકનું નામ, બેંક મિસર નંબર, બેંક આઈએસએએ નંબર) એડમિશન મોડુલમાં ભરવા જોઈએ].

- The refund amount will be paid through Electronic Transfer in their bank account [ક્રિમાંકના ક્ષમતા તેમના બેંક ખાતામાં ઇલેટરોમનક રાન્સફર દ્વારા ચૂકવવા આવશે].

- If any mistake is found in the details of the refund, then report to ACPUGMEC through the following e-mail: medadmgujarat2018@gmail.com [જો ક્રિમાંકના વિજ્ઞાનીમાં કોઈ ભૂલ આવે છે, તો ઈ-મેઇલ દ્વારા ACPUGMEC ને રિપોટ કરો: medadmgujarat2018@gmail.com].

- Confirmation message for bank details filled by candidate/parent will be to primary mobile number. Once candidate confirm his/her bank details refund will be credited to his/her account [ઉમેરી સુનામિ દ્વારા જાણવા માટે, ઉમેરી ઉમેરી ઉમેરી બેંક વિજ્ઞાની બેન્ક ખાતામાં જાણવામાં આવશે. અમે આગ્રહ ઉમેરી ઉમેરી ઉમેરી આઇએસએએ બેંક વિજ્ઞાની ક્રિમાંકના તે બેન્સ પર જાણવા માટે ડિઝાઇન કરવા જોઈએ].

- For NRI Candidates: For the refund of fees paid at ACPUGMEC, the NRI Candidates have to fill the details of Indian Account. Do not fill the details of NRE/NRO account. [એનઆરઆઈ ઉમેરી માટે: ACPUGMEC પણી મૂકાવાનો માટે, એનઆરઆઈ ઉમેરી ઉમેરી બેન્સ આશ્રીપ ખાતાની વિજ્ઞાની બનાવવા માટે નર્નલા. NRE/NRO ખાતાની વિજ્ઞાની ન ભરો.]
Admission Committee for Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses for MBBS, BDS, BAMS & BHMS has been constituted by the Health and Family Welfare Department of the Government of Gujarat for admission process named "Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Education Courses (ACPUGMEC)".

1. **For which courses above mentioned committee (ACPUGMEC) will conduct admission process?**
   The above admission committee (ACPUGMEC) will conduct the admission process for the courses mentioned below.
   - MBBS: Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery
   - BDS: Bachelor of Dental Surgery
   - BAMS: Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery
   - BHMS: Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery

2. **Mention the website for getting information related to state admission process.**
   All the information related to admission process through this committee will be displayed on website: www.medadmgujarat.org

3. **Who can apply for admission in Government/ Management quota?**
   - A candidate who is citizen of India, born in Gujarat or domicile of Gujarat, has completed his 10th and 12th [science B / AB stream] from school which is situated within Gujarat (school should be established under law of Government of Gujarat)
   - Candidate have to pass in 12th (Theory + Practical) with following marks
     - For General & Economic Weaker Section (EWS) category – minimum of 50%
     - For Person with Disability (PwD candidate) in general & EWS category - minimum of 45%
     - For Schedule Cast (SC), Schedule Tribe (ST), Social and Economic Backward Class (SEBC) and PwD candidate (SC, ST, SEBC category) = minimum of 40%
   - Candidate should appear in NEET-UG entrance examination in respective year of admission and should qualify as per criteria laid down by the competent authority.

4. **Can I apply for MBBS / BDS /BAMS / BHMS courses if I have done 12th from outside Gujarat?**
   No, you can not apply in government / management quota. You can apply for NRI quota only provided that you fulfil the eligibility criteria for NRI seat.

5. **Who can apply for admission in NRI quota?**
   - Candidate should be Non-resident Indian or a child or ward of a Non-resident Indian and Completed his 12th [science B / AB stream] from school situated within or outside India.
   - Candidate should appear in NEET-UG entrance examination of respective year of admission and should qualify as per criteria laid down by the competent authority.

6. **Can I apply for NRI quota if I have a brother, sister, uncle, aunt or other distant family members are NRI?**
   ➢ No, to apply in NRI quota, you must be an NRI yourself or your parents must be NRI or your legal guardian must be NRI in absence of parents.

7. **Give information on NEET examination.**
   All the information related to NEET exam can be obtained from website: www.ntaneet.nic.in
8. Is it necessary to give NEET exam for admission into self-finance colleges?
Yes, NEET will be valid for admission in other than six government medical colleges. NEET is required for Government, GMERS Medical Colleges and Self-finance Medical Colleges.

9. Is NEET examination valid for admission into colleges other than six government medical colleges?
Yes, NEET will be valid for admission in other than six government medical colleges. NEET is required for government, GMERS Medical Colleges and Self-finance medical colleges.

10. All India Quota (AIQ) seats are reserved as 15% or not in medical colleges?
Yes, 15% seats are reserved for AIQ in six government medical colleges.

11. Can candidate apply for AIQ counseling after registration to this admission process?
Yes, candidate can take part in AIQ and state counseling simultaneously. However, candidate must secure his admission to only one college through either AIQ or SQ.

12. How many Seats will be filled by GUJCET?
This admission process for MBBS, BDS, BAMS and BHMS is based on NEET examination. GUJCET exam has no role in this admission process.

13. If I have taken admission MBBS / BDS / BAMS / BHMS in previous year and given NEET-UG examination this year also and qualify as per criteria by the competent authority, can I take admission again in this year in above mentioned branches?
• If you do all necessary process in the college in which you got the admission and produce NOC along with all other original documents then you are eligible for admission process.
• If you fail to produce NOC and/or all original documents then a candidate who has secured admission under these committee rules in any year shall not be eligible for further admission to any course until the period within which he might have completed the course in which he has secured admission.

14. If a candidate cannot get seat in medical this year, and he takes admission in other course then this counseling process then is it possible to take admission again in medical next year after giving NEET examination?
Candidate can take admission by fulfilling the eligibility criteria laid down by ACPUGMEC.

15. What is the procedure for admission to the above-mentioned admission committee?
The entire login process is conducted online. Information for pin distribution dates, help center for document verification, dates for filling in Choice etc. will be advertised on the www.medadmgujarat.org website as well as in leading newsletters.

16. From where we can get information about form filling dates?
All information related to admission process can be obtained from website: www.medadmgujarat.org
Also, advertisement about the dates for form filling will be given in the newspapers.

17. Where can I find PIN for registration?
PIN can be obtained through online payment by paying Rs. 200.

18. If I forget my PIN, how to retrieve it?
• To retrieve the forgotten password / PIN, you have to send e-mail to medadmgujarat2018@gmail.com
• ACPUGMEC will process and provide new password / PIN on registered mobile number.
• You are advised to take photo of PIN number and store in mobile, send photo to your parents and brother / sister and tell them to store them, send email of photo to you & your parents / brother / sister.

19. Can I register online / fill choices if I am eligible for counseling?
• Entire process of registration and choice filling is available on website www.medadmgujarat.org
• After PIN purchase you have to register first on above mentioned website.
• After registration you can log in and fill up choices / change choices / add and delete choices / lock choices when portal is open.
• You can fill in the choice for all the seats available to you. There is no limit for choice filling.
• Choice for the seats in which you want to take admission should be filled.

20. What to do, if candidate wants to take part in more than one course admission?
This admission committee conducts admission of MBBS, BDS, BAMS & BHMS courses. If candidate wants to take part in more than one course; registration, form filling and admission process for all these courses can be done through this single window. You can write colleges of more than one course during choice filling process.

21. If a EWS/SEBC/ST/SC candidate gets seat in general category, can he/she opt it?
Any candidate belonged to reserved category (EWS/SEBC/ST/SC) who is also eligible for general category seats if seat of his choice is available in both category he will be allotted general category.

22. Explain about merit number.
Merit is given based on the result of All India NEET rank. SEBC/EWS/ST/SC candidates are given two merit numbers; one is general category number and other is individual category number. But candidate have to come once only for the admission related processes like document verification etc.

23. Give list of help centres and branches of bank from where PIN has to be purchased.
The list can be obtained from website: www.medadmgujarat.org

24. Is there separate reservation for child of defence personnel?
No, there is no separate reservation for child of defence personnel.

25. Non-creamy layer certificate required in which language English or Gujarati?
Non-creamy layer certificate will be valid in both English and Gujarati languages.

26. How seats of management quota are filled?
Management quota seats are filled based on merit cum choice only. Visit the website: medadmgujarat.org for more details.

27. I am in SEBC/EWS category but if I do not have Non-Criminal Certificate / EWS certificate, can I apply in SEBC / EWS category?
• No, you will be included in the general category. If you submit a Non-Criminal Certificate / EWS certificate in given time limit, you will be re-included in the SEBC / EWS category (if committee decides.)
• To apply in SEBC / EWS category, you must submit your respective caste certificate & Non-Criminal Certificate in case of SEBC category otherwise your candidature will be considered as general category.

28. How the Merit is prepared?
Merit list will be created on the basis of All India Rank of Qualified Students in NEET-UG-exam.
29. What if I have missed the first round of admission process?

- If you are eligible (above UG-NEET cut off marks) and have not purchased pin / registered online / choice filled during first round of counseling, you can't participate during entire admission process.
- If you have registered online and gone through the process of verification of original documents at the help center & you are included in the merit list and if you missed online choice filling process for the first round, then you can take part in the second online choice filling process again at the time of reshuffling. But you can't claim the seat offered at respective institutions as per your merit number in 1st round.
- If the candidate can't attend the help center due to serious illness, accident or unforeseen circumstances, in those cases an official letter signed by the candidate should be submitted by his / her mother, father or guardian. Prior approval of the admission committee showing the reason for the absence is required. A performa of authority letter is available on the website.

30. Mention the percentage of reserved and non-reserved seats.

- Scheduled Caste - 7%
- Scheduled Tribe - 15%
- Social and Educational Backward Class - 27%
- Economically Weaker Classes (EWS) - 10%
- All other seats are available to the general category.

31. Are there any other reserved seats besides seats mentioned above?

Yes, in addition to reserved seats in accordance with the general rules prescribed by the Government of Gujarat, 5% of seats (in that category) are reserved for Persons with Disability (PwD) candidates only in Government Institutions.

32. What types of seats are available for admission?

- **Government and Grant-in-aid Medical, Dental, Ayurveda and Homeopathy Colleges**
  
  Government Seats (GQ) = 85% seats of total sanctioned seats after deduction of 15% seats for All India Quota

- **Self-Financed Medical and Dental Colleges:**
  a. Government Seats (GQ): 75% seats of total sanctioned seats
  b. Management Seats (MQ): 10% seats of total sanctioned seats
  c. NRI Seats (NQ): 15% seats of total sanctioned seats

- **Self-Financed Ayurveda and Homeopathy Colleges**:
  a. Government Seats (GQ): 60% seats of total sanctioned seats
  b. 25 % seats (including 10 % Management seats and 15 % NRI Seats) of self-financed ayurvedic and homeopathy colleges will be filled by Consortium (Group of Institutions may be one or more than one).

33. What to do, if I want to get admission management quota?

- For admission to the management quota, it is necessary to fill up the application form and should be in the merit list published by the admission committee.
- The admission procedure is done on merit cum choice base by the admission committee on all management quota seats.

34. What to do if I want to get admitted to a Non-Resident Indian (NRI) quota seat?

For admission to the NRI quota, it is necessary to fill application form and should be in the NRI quota merit list published by the admission committee.

35. Which are the documents required to be attached to the application?

- For NRI candidates
1. Print-out of Online Application
2. Standard 10\textsuperscript{th} (SSC) mark-sheet
3. School Leaving Certificate or other document showing place of birth
4. H.S.C.E. / Equivalent Examination mark sheet
5. Copy of NEET-UG mark sheet of current academic year
6. Transcript – for abroad student
7. Equivalence Certificate – for abroad student
8. Passport (Notarized color photocopies of all pages including blank Pages) of NRI/NRI Parents
9. Visa / Resident permit / OCI / PIO card as applicable (Notarized Colour Photocopy)
10. Address proof (Indian) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)
11. Address proof (Foreign) (Notarized Colour Photocopy)
12. Undertaking in regard for the fees from NRI Student/Parent (on 300 Rs. Stamp paper)
   o All necessary documents should be available in English language only. If any document is in
     language other than English, it must be translated in English language by competent authority.
   o The applicant shall have to produce certificates mentioned in number 1, 2 and 3 in original.
   o For all other documents, Notarized color copies to be submitted at the time of submission of
     application.
   o Originals of documents mentioned in 4, 5, 6 and 7 shall have to be produced at the time of
     counseling. If during scrutiny or any time thereafter any discrepancy or incorrectness is noticed,
     the admission is liable to be cancelled forthwith. The candidate could be expelled and criminal
     action would be initiated against him.

- **For General category candidates**
  1. Printout of online application
  2. 12\textsuperscript{th} std. mark sheet
  3. Copy of NEET-UG mark sheet of current academic year
  4. Standard 10\textsuperscript{th} (SSC) mark-sheet
  5. Document showing place of birth & Date of Birth & Indian Citizenship – Any one (School
     leaving Certificate/ Birth Certificate / Transfer Certificate e (provided that place of birth is
     clearly mentioned) / Passport)
  6. For Candidates Born Outside Gujarat - Domicile certificate issued by the authority
     empowered by the Government of Gujarat
  7. For Person with Disability (PwD) Candidates in general category: Disability Certificate issued
     by Competent Authority
  8. For local candidate of Ahmedabad - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Smt.
     NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG
     results of current academic year)
  9. For local candidate of Surat - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Surat
     Municipal Institute of Medical Education and Research, Surat (It will be issued only after
     publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
 10. Sons and daughters of defense personnel - Domicile certificate of defense personnel issued
     by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat and Bonafide certificate issued by
     the competent authority
 11. Certificate Physical Fitness - Certificate of Physical Fitness in the prescribed form obtained
     from a registered medical practitioner (M.B.B.S/MD/MS) along with the undertaking Note:
     Prescribed form will be available on official website of ACPUGMEC

- **For EWS (Economically Weaker Sections) category candidates**
  1. Printout of online application
  2. 12\textsuperscript{th} std. mark sheet
3. Copy of NEET-UG mark sheet of current academic year
4. Standard 10th (SSC) mark-sheet
5. Document showing place of birth & Date of Birth & Indian Citizenship – Any one (School leaving Certificate/ Birth Certificate / Transfer Certificate (provided that place of birth is clearly mentioned) / Passport)
6. For Candidates Born Outside Gujarat - Domicile certificate issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat
7. EWS certificate issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only
8. For Person with Disability (PwD) Candidates in EWS category: Disability Certificate issued by Competent Authority
9. For local candidate of Ahmedabad - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
10. For local candidate of Surat - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education and Research, Surat (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
11. Sons and daughters of defense personnel - Domicile certificate of defense personnel issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat and Bonafide certificate issued by the competent authority
12. Certificate Physical Fitness - Certificate of Physical Fitness in the prescribed form obtained from a registered medical practitioner (M.B.B.S/MD/MS) along with the undertaking

• For SEBC category candidates
  1. Printout of the online application
  2. 12th std. mark sheet
  3. Copy of NEET-UG mark sheet of current academic year
  4. Standard 10th (SSC) mark-sheet
  5. Document showing place of birth & Date of Birth & Indian Citizenship – Any one (School leaving Certificate/ Birth Certificate / Transfer Certificate (provided that place of birth is clearly mentioned) / Passport)
  6. For Candidates Born Outside Gujarat - Domicile certificate issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat
  7. Cast certificate issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only
  8. Non-creamy layer certificate (Parishistha ‘4’ in Gujarati/English) issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only dated on or after 01/04/2017
  9. For Person with Disability (PwD) Candidates in SEBC category: Disability Certificate issued by Competent Authority
10. For local candidate of Ahmedabad - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
11. For local candidate of Surat - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education and Research, Surat (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
12. Sons and daughters of defense personnel - Domicile certificate of defense personnel issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat and Bonafide certificate issued by the competent authority
13. Certificate Physical Fitness - Certificate of Physical Fitness in the prescribed form obtained from a registered medical practitioner (M.B.B.S/MD/MS) along with the undertaking

Note: Prescribed form will be available on official website of ACPUGMEC
• **For ST & SC category candidates**
  1. Printout of online application
  2. 12th std. mark sheet
  3. Copy of NEET-UG Mark sheet of current academic year
  4. Standard 10th (SSC) mark-sheet
  5. Document showing place of birth & Date of Birth & Indian Citizenship – Any one (School leaving Certificate/ Birth Certificate / Transfer Certificate e (provided that place of birth is clearly mentioned) / Passport)
  6. For Candidates Born Outside Gujarat - Domicile certificate issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat
  7. Cast certificate issued by Competent Authorities of Gujarat State only
  8. For Person with Disability (PwD) Candidates in SEBC category: Disability Certificate issued by Competent Authority
  9. For local candidate of Ahmedabad - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
  10. For local candidate of Surat - The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education and Research, Surat (It will be issued only after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year)
  11. Sons and daughters of defense personnel - Domicile certificate of defense personnel issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat and Bonafide certificate issued by the competent authority
  12. Certificate Physical Fitness - Certificate of Physical Fitness in the prescribed form obtained from a registered medical practitioner (M.B.B.S/MD/MS) along with the undertaking Note: Prescribed form will be available on official website of ACPUGMEC

• **Instructions for documents for all candidates/students**
  o Candidates without original certificates/documents shall not be allowed to take admission in allotted Medical/Dental/Ayurvedic/Homeopathic College.
  o Candidates who have deposited their original documents with any other Institute/College/University and come for admission with a certificate stating that “their original certificates are deposited with the Institute/College/University” shall not be allowed to take admission in allotted Medical/Dental/Ayurvedic/Homeopathic College.

36. **Who can issue certificate for admission in local candidate quota at Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College and Surat Municipal Medical College?**
   • Certificate for admission in local quota at NHL Municipal Medical College and Surat Municipal Medical College is issued by Dean of respective Colleges after publication of NEET-UG results of current academic year.
   • For further information contact at respective college students’ section office.

37. **What if I am residing in Municipal corporation limit of Ahmedabad / Surat and not issued certificate from Dean of respective college, Am I eligible for admission in Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College / Surat Municipal Medical College respectively?**
   If you don’t have certificate form Dean of respective college, you are not eligible for local quota but you can take admission in government / management / NRI quota.

38. **I am residing in Ahmedabad / Surat but outside municipal limit, can I apply for admission in local quota at Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College and Surat Municipal Medical College?**
   No, as you are residing outside of municipal limit you are not eligible for admission in local quota but you can take admission in government/ management / NRI quota.
39. What if I am residing in Municipal corporation limit of Ahmedabad / Surat and have issued certificate from Dean of respective college. In first round I got admission in local quota, am I eligible for admission in general quota in 2nd round?
If you have local quota certificate, you will be allotted local quota set in preference to general quota seats.

40. Why my name is not in the eligible candidates list?
Your name cannot be listed in the Merit List for the following reasons:
- Not qualified in the NEET-UG of the academic year.
- Neither born in the state of Gujarat nor domicile of the state of Gujarat.
- Document verification is not done after registering online at the help center.
- Declared unfit by the Medical Board.
- Not fulfilling the eligibility criteria of HSC exam.
- In addition to this one is not qualified according to the admission rules.

41. How can I confirm my admission after allotment of seat?
- If you are allotted a seat, you can download allotment letter and fee invoice from the website.
- You have to pay the fees at designated Bank through online / offline mode.
- You will need to go to the help center and submit the original certificates and get a provisional admission order from the help center.

42. How can pay my fees to confirm my admission during 1st / 2nd round?
You can pay fees by following methods...
- Online Net Banking (Use of laptop and good speed internet is preferable)
- By depositing cash in the designated Banks approved by admission committee.
- From the branch in which you have an account you have to issue Demand Draft named "ACPUGMEC payable at Gandhinagar" then you have to deposit DD at designated Bank branch.
- Fees CAN NOT be paid by combination of above-mentioned paying methods.

43. Do I have to pay fees if I belong to SC / ST category?
- Candidates belonging to SC or ST category having Free Ship Card will have to go to the Help Center and pay Zero (fee waiver).
- If you don't have Free Ship Card at the time of admission you have to pay fees of one term to confirm admission even during Mop Up round, later on after you submit Free Ship Card your fees will be refunded.

44. Do I have to bring my original certificates at the time of reporting?
Yes, all original certificates mentioned in the allotment letter will have to be brought along and have to submit at the time of admission.

45. What if I fail to pay fees at bank / submit necessary documents at help center?
Your allotment will be automatically canceled by failing to pay the fees at designated bank and/or submitting the required certificates to the help center and you cannot claim the same seat in future.

46. How can I cancel my admission after 1st round / 2nd round?
The time period for cancellation for admission will be announced on the website. You can cancel admission by giving a written application. Cancellation can be done online if portal is open on admission website. In case of online portal is not open, it can be done at help centers where you have submitted your original documents and can receive your documents.
47. What to do to get back admission fees and original documents after cancellation of my admission?
- Canceling the admission after first counseling round or during reshuffling, the fees will be refunded after the admission committee completes entire admission process. Original documents will be returned from the Help Center on the same day.
- If you are eligible for refund of the fees, the fees will be credited to your bank account at the end of the admission process and have to fill your bank account details in the online module which will be put on the website by the admissions committee. You will be communicated via SMS by the Admission Committee on your registered mobile number.

48. If I have taken admission in the first round and confirmed the admission by submitting original certificates at the help center after paying tuition fees at designated bank. Now what to do if I want to cancel my admission during the second round and get back admission fees as well as the original documents?
- Canceling the admission after first round or during reshuffling, the fees will be refunded after the admission committee completes the admission process. Original certificates will be returned from the Help Center on the same day.
- If you are eligible for refund of the fees, the fees will be credited to your bank account at the end of the admission process and have to fill your bank account details in the online module which will be put on the website by the admissions committee. You will be communicated via SMS by the Admission Committee on your registered mobile number.

49. If I am allotted a seat in 1st round then, I have...
   a. Neither submitted fees nor reported at help center
   b. Submitted fees but not reported at help center
   c. Submitted fees and reported at help center (confirmed my seat)
   d. Submitted fees and reported at help center (confirmed my seat) and then surrendered / resigned by seat before beginning of 2nd round

Can I participate in 2nd round?
Yes, you can participate in 2nd round in all cases with “Rule of closure”.

50. I am allotted a seat in 1st round and I have reported / not reported at help center; Can I change / add new choices before 2nd round?
Yes, you can change / add new choices before 2nd round (if permitted).

51. If I give consent to participate in second round and fill up the choices to participate. In the second round, I get a new seat in other college. But if I don’t like the seat which I opt in 2nd round, can I continue on the seat which I got in 1st round?
- If you participate by giving consent in the second round and if you are provided admission to another UG seat as per your choice filling (list of branches & institutions filled in the Choice filling), then your UG seat provided in 1st round will be automatically canceled.
- Once the first round of admission is canceled, as per rule of closure, the admission in UG seat you got in the first round will no longer be allocated to you in any future round.

52. If I opt to participate in second round of counseling whether my allotted seat (of first round) will be cancelled?
- In case you are not allotted any new seat as per your choices in the second round you will retain earlier allotted seat of round 1 (if you have already completed admission formalities and not resigned from the allotted seat).
- However, on allotment of a new seat in second round the earlier allotted seat will automatically be cancelled and allotted to another candidate.
53. What I have to do if my seat is upgraded in 2nd round?
   - If your admission seat has changed during reshuffling then you will have to download the new allotment letter and fee challan from the website again.
   - If the difference amount is to be paid, then you have to deposit the fees in designated bank and you have to go to the same help center where you have submitted your original certificates and get a new admission order from the help center.
   - If you don’t have to pay difference amount of fees and original certificates have been deposited in the help center then you will have to go to the help center and get a new admission order.

54. What if I didn’t get a seat in 1st round & than in 2nd round, I am allotted a seat, what is the procedure to confirm my admission?
   - You have to download allotment letter and fee challan from the website.
   - After submitting the fees at designated bank.
   - You will need to go to the help center and submit the original certificates and get a provisional admission order from the help center.

55. When I have to report at college, where I got admission?
   After taking admission order, within the stipulated time limit you have to appear at institution where you got the admission.

56. In case I get an upgraded seat but in the same college, because of change of category (e.g. from SC/ST/OBC/EWS to UR category) do I have to take admission on the allotted seat again?
   Yes, you have to get a relieving letter for the earlier seat of SC/ST/OBC/EWS category and then get an admission letter again for the upgraded category seat from the concerned institution.

57. If I am allotted a seat in 1st round then,
   a. Neither submitted fees nor reported at help center
   b. Submitted fees but not reported at help center
   c. Submitted fees and reported at help center (confirmed my seat)
   d. Submitted fees and reported at help center (confirmed my seat) and then surrendered / resigned by seat before beginning of 2nd round.

Then in 2nd round again allotted a new seat...
   a. Neither submitted fees nor reported at help center
   b. Submitted fees but not reported at help center
   c. Submitted fees and reported at help center (confirmed my seat)
   d. Submitted fees and reported at help center (confirmed my seat) and then surrendered / resigned by seat before beginning of Mop-up round

Can I participate in mop-up round (if it is arranged)?
   Yes, you can participate in mop-up round in all cases with ”Rule of closure” if it is arranged.

58. During the first round, even though I was not eligible, I filled up form by mistake and verified the documents at the help center and submitted Xerox copies of each documents. Then the cut off marks decreased and I became eligible in the next round. So, do I have to go to the help center again or do I have to take any action?
   You do not have to go to the help center or take any action. As the cut-off marks decreased; you will be automatically included in merit list as you are eligible for further rounds provided that other eligibility criteria are also fulfilled.

59. How can I pay fees in mop up round?
   By cash and / or demand draft (net banking and cheque are not allowed)
60. Can I pay fees by split multiple demand drafts in mop up round?
  Yes, only during mop up round.

61. Explain the rule of closure in detail.
  • You are allotted one UG seat in the previous round as per your choice and merit number of ACPUGMEC. In the next round you will be granted admission on choices of college and branches, which are allotted to merit number higher than the merit number of candidates filled choices numerically above to number on which you have got admission in previous round. You will not be provided admission to numerically lower choices.
  • E.g. A student’s merit number is 120 and he fills his choice for the first round as follows: (1) B.J. Medical College, Ahmedabad (2) Smt. N. H. L. Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad (3) GMERS Medical College, Sola, Ahmedabad (4) GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar (5) Government Medical College, Vadodara. The student was given the admission on the second-choice number in the first round i.e. at N. H. L. Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad. But in the second round he wants to get admission at Government Medical College, Vadodara. But the merit number of the student who got the last admission at Government Medical College, Vadodara in the first round was 140. This means that the student could get admission in Government Medical College, Vadodara according to his merit number in the first round. Now in the second round or the next round, the student can take Admission in B. J. Medical College, Ahmedabad but student will not get admission as per the closure rule, Government Medical College, Vadodara.

62. Provide information about bonds.
  • All Government Medical Colleges of the State of Gujarat [(1) BJ Medical College, Ahmedabad; (2) Government Medical College, Vadodara; (3) Government Medical College, Bhavnagar; (4) Government Medical College, Surat; (5) PDU Medical College, Rajkot; And (6) M. P. Shah Government Medical College, Jamnagar] there is a bond of 20 lakhs or 1-year rural service.
  • In all GMERS Medical Colleges there is bond of 2 lakhs or 1-year rural service.
  • If you take admission in any Government / GMERS / Municipal / Self finance Medical college and take benefit of Free ship card / MYSY / Kanya kenavani scholarship automatically there is a bond of 20 lakhs or 1-year rural service.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
  • Do not reveal your PIN, password and user ID to unknown persons so that no one can misuse it.
  • Take photo of PIN number and store in mobile, send photo to your parents and brother / sister and tell them to store them, send email of photo to you & your parents / brother / sister.
  • Write User ID and password on paper and take a photo of it, store in mobile, send photo to your parents and brother / sister and tell them to store them, send email of photo to you & your parents / brother / sister.
  • Provide two mobile numbers as admission committee will send the messages for admission process (The mobile number of you and the guardian).
  • Frequently visit the committee’s website for necessary instructions and updates.
  • Admission committee will not cancel your admission under any circumstances after the admission process is completed.
  • Allotment letter is not an admission order.
ACPUGMEC Faqs

   - Upper Gujarat-Special (A.S.P.I. U.G. A.S.P.I.) will conduct an entrance examination for undergraduate medical courses. This examination has been approved by the A.P.U.G.M.E.C.

2. Upper Gujarati special (A.S.P.I. U.G. A.S.P.I.) is located in which state?
   - The Upper Gujarati special (A.S.P.I. U.G. A.S.P.I.) is located in Gujarat.

3. What are the courses offered by the Upper Gujarati special (A.S.P.I. U.G. A.S.P.I.)?
   - The Upper Gujarati special (A.S.P.I. U.G. A.S.P.I.) offers the following courses: Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery (B.M.S.), Bachelor of Dental Surgery (B.D.S.), Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery (B.A.M.S.) and Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (B.H.M.S.).

4. Which group of students can apply for MBBS / BDS / BAMS / BHMS courses?
   - Students of the following groups are eligible to apply for MBBS / BDS / BAMS / BHMS courses:
     - General and OBC (A.S.P.I.)
     - General and OBC (A.S.P.I.) with 45% or more in the 12th standard.
     - General and OBC (A.S.P.I.) with 40% or more in the 12th standard in Arts and Science (A.S.P.I.), Science (A.S.P.I.), and Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (A.S.P.I.)

5. Who can apply for NEET-UG examination?
   - Students who are eligible to apply for NEET-UG examination are:
     - Students who have passed 12th standard with 50% or more in the NEET-UG examination.
     - Students who have passed 12th standard with 50% or more in the NEET-UG examination and have obtained 45% or more in the 12th standard in Arts and Science (A.S.P.I.), Science (A.S.P.I.), and Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (A.S.P.I.).

6. What are the eligibility criteria for foreign students (NRI)?
   - The eligibility criteria for foreign students (NRI) are:
     - Students who have passed 12th standard with 50% or more in the NEET-UG examination and have obtained 45% or more in the 12th standard in Arts and Science (A.S.P.I.), Science (A.S.P.I.), and Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (A.S.P.I.).

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
7. **NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**: Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.

8. **7. NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**

9. **8. AIQ (All India quota)**

10. **9. AIQ (All India quota)**

11. **10. AIQ (All India quota)**

12. **11. NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**

13. **12. NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**

14. **13. NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**

15. **14. NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**

16. **15. NEET-UG (NIT-UG)**
17. **Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)**
- Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)

18. **Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.**

19. **NEET-UG Cut off Prerequisites:**

20. **Prerequisites:**

21. **Prerequisites:**

22. **Prerequisites:**

23. **Prerequisites:**

24. **Prerequisites:**

25. **Prerequisites:**

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
26. The Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)

27. Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.

28. Shaik / Shiksha (NEET-UG) provisions are still available. Please refer to the website.

29. For admissions, the following provisions apply to SC/ST categories:
   • SC (7%)
   • ST (15%)
   • OBC (SEBC) (27%)
   • EWS (10%)
   • General (GQ) (5%)

30. Consideration of the SC/ST categories is limited to 5% of the total seats.

31. Separate provisions are made for the following categories:
   • General (GQ) (15%)
   • Special/Handicapped (GQ) (10%)
   • NEET-UG (15%)
   • Special/Handicapped (MQ) (10%)
   • General (NQ) (5%)

32. Medical and Engineering colleges offer the following courses:
   • Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS)
   • Bachelor of Dental Surgery (BDS)
   • Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (BHMS)

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose. 62
Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
4. પ૊લ્લુ-10 (અંતરનાગ્રણી) માધીલી
5. જન-મ સ્વાસ્થ્ય, જન-મ શિખાવના અને ભારતીય નાનારિતતા વયાપકતા ટાસ્ટાબાઇ અંડીપલા મેશા (સાધારણ મહાશાળા / જન-મ મહાશાળા / સાધારણ મહાશાળા તેમાં / જન-મ સ્વાસ્થ્ય સ્થળ દ્વારા ઈંડેશન વાહ / પાસવર્ધી)
6. ગુજરાતની બાદા જન-ભી બેઠાંગ માટે - ગુજરાત સરકાર દ્વારા નસ્તાર માટે વિકાસ ઓબિઓધી દૃશાર આપવામાં આવે હોય સુધીનકલા સર્વેક્ષણ
7. ડીન્યાને ઉમદ્વાર પીડનું (પીડનું) ઉમદ્વાર શહેર કે જન-ભી ભીડની અપસી છે તેમાં માટે: સામાન્ય ઓબિઓધી દૃશાર આપવા દીનેયી સ્ટેપ્સ
8. નમદારના સ્વાસ્થ્ય ઉમદ્વાર માટે - શ્રીમતી અંનંદદેશી મુનિલીશન મેદિક્યલ કેન્ટેરિ, નમદારના જીન તરુણી સ્વાસ્થ્ય ઉમદ્વારનું મેદાન (ને નીટ-નીટ ના કર્ન અંગેશી પદાર્થ પ્રશ્નોમાં પ્રશાસન વચ્ચે પકડી જ આપાવવામાં આવે છે)
9. નમદારના સ્વાસ્થ્ય ઉમદ્વાર માટે - સુંતના સ્વાસ્થ્ય હીનર્ચુફટ્ટુદે અંડી મેદિક્યલ અંગેશી અકસ્માત રિસર્ચ, નમદારના જીન તરુણી સ્વાસ્થ્ય ઉમદ્વારનું મેદાન (ને નીટ-નીટ ના કર્ન અંગેશી પદાર્થ પ્રશ્નોમાં પ્રશાસન વચ્ચે પકડી જ આપાવવામાં આવે છે)
10. સરસાંદ (દીનું) અંબાલીપોટું પુરુષ અને પુલી જનતા દૃશાર દૃશાર નસ્તાર માટે સારકાર જવા માટે પ્રિઓધી દૃશાર સાથી વાસ્તવીકૃત સારિરિ સ્ટેપ્સ: સુધીનકલા મેશા અં.સી.એ.એ. અં.કો.બી. / અં.સી.એ. \\
11. મદજી ધરુંદરી / દીનું ઇન્સ્ટટ્ટટ્રૂષટ અંગેશી પ્રિઓધીનારણ (અં.સી. અં. / અં.એ.એ. / અં.એ. એસ.)
12. મદજી ધરુંદરી / દીનું ઇન્સ્ટટ્ટટ્ટટ્રૂષટ અંગેશી પ્રિઓધીનારણ (અં.સી. અં. / અં.એ.એ. / અં.એ. એસ.)

• આધી દીને નસ્તાર ફલ (એ. પુલુ અં.): કેટેરી ના ઉમદ્વાર માટે:
1. અંદાજા અંદાજા હુમ્બેની પ્રકામશત
2. 12માં પોલ્લુની માધીલી
3. નીટ-નીટ સ્ત્રી અંગેશી વાસ માધીલી
4. પ૊લ્લુ 10 (અંતરનાગ્રણી) માધીલી

• સાધારણ અને શૈક્ષિક દીને ફલ (સ. શ. પ.; અંદાજાના): કેટેરી ના ઉમદ્વાર માટે:
1. અંદાજા અંદાજા હુમ્બેની પ્રકામશત
2. 12માં પોલ્લુની માધીલી
3. નીટ-નીટ સ્ત્રી અંગેશી વાસ માધીલી
4. પ૊લ્લુ 10 (અંતરનાગ્રણી) માધીલી
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36. શ્રીમતી અને આશ્રમ ભારતીય મુલિનિલાપ મુલિનિલાપ શ્રીમતી અને સુરત મુલિનિલાપ ઇન્સ્ટ્ર્ટ્રૂટ ઓફ એડેક્યુશન એન્ડ ક્્રોસ સ્્રીમતી અને આશ્રમ ભારતીય મુલિનિલાપ મુલિનિલાપ શ્રીમતી અને સુરત મુલિનિલાપ ઇન્સ્ટ્ર્ટ્રૂટ ઓફ એડેક્યુશન એન્ડ ક્્રોસ શ્રીમતી અને આશ્રમ ભારતીય મુલિનિલાપ મુલિનિલાપ શ્રીમતી અને આશ્રમ ભારતીય મુલિનિલાપ મુલિનિલાપ શ્રીમતી અને આશ્રમ ભારતીય મુલિનિલાપ મુલિનિલાપ 

37. કો કો કો કો કો કો કો 

38. કો કો કો કો 

39. કો કો 

40. માર્ચ નામ તને એકાદ્ય મેડિકલ સૂધિમાંથી?

41. સીટ સુમારી પછી માર્ચ પ્રભાષકના ક્રમમાં તારી કી કી?

42. પ્રાચ્ય / બીજા રાઉન્ડ એડમિશન અને પ્રભાષક ક્રમમાં કી કી?

Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
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49. If the student has submitted a Round-1 ticket, the second round will only be possible in the case of an application for the same program. The student will be contacted by the Help Center for the second round.

50. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round.

51. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round.

52. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round.

53. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round.

54. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round.

55. If the student does not submit their application for Round-2, they will not be considered for the second round.
56. કો માટે પ્રાથમિક રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી, તારા માટે વડોદરાની સરકારી કોલેજમાં અપદેશ દેખાવવાની પ્રકૃતિ હતી. પરિણામથી પ્રથમ રાઉન્ડમાં મેટ્રીક્સ પ્રાચીના તેસરી બેઠક મળી છે. આ દિશામાં, તમે હાથ હશે અને પછી કોલેજમાં બેઠક મળે છે. તેણે તમારે પ્રાથમિક રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી. તેણે પહેલા બેઠક પર સહી પ્રવેશ લીધે છે. 

57. કો માટે પઠિંચવાની સીટ સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી, અને તે પ્રથમ રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી. તેણે પહેલા બેઠક પર પ્રવેશ લીધે છે. પછી પહેલા રાઉન્ડમાં હેલ્પ સેન્ટર પર ક્રમસૂચિ કરી છે. તેણે પછી પ્રાથમિક રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરી છે. 

58. એમેઝિનના પ્રથમ રાઉન્ડમાં ભાગી હતી, જે ભાગી (NEET cut off કાઢવા અંશજ માર્કસ) હતો. તે હાથો છતાં, એમેઝિનના હાથી બહુ અને પ્રથમ શરૂઆત પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક પર ઓલિન્ડર-ડોમ્સટિક 

59. ભોપ અને રાઉન્ડમાં ક્યારે હેઠળ કે જૂની શું?

60. કુંકા ભોપ અને રાઉન્ડમાં કેટલાક વપરાશી રાઉન્ડ હું જૂની શું?

61. મોલો તો નિદાન નવાટલા સમયે?

- પણ તમારી ફર્દની નોંધાતે ACPUGMEC દ્વારા આપણે મેટીડ ન્યૂંઅ અનુના પ્યાસારા રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી. 
- પણ તમારી ફર્દની નોંધાતે ACPUGMEC દ્વારા આપણે મેટીડ ન્યૂંઅ અનુના પ્યાસારા રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી. 
- પણ તમારી ફર્દની નોંધાતે ACPUGMEC દ્વારા આપણે મેટીડ ન્યૂંઅ અનુના પ્યાસારા રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી. 
- પણ તમારી ફર્દની નોંધાતે ACPUGMEC દ્વારા આપણે મેટીડ ન્યૂંઅ અનુના પ્યાસારા રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી. 
- પણ તમારી ફર્દની નોંધાતે ACPUGMEC દ્વારા આપણે મેટીડ ન્યૂંઅ અનુના પ્યાસારા રાઉન્ડમાં એક બેઠક (સીટ) સ્વીકાર કરવી હતી.
62. બોન્ડ રીતે ભારતીય આપવા વિનંતી.

- ગુજરાત રાજ્યની તમામ સરકારી મેડિકલ કોલેજો (1) મેડિકલ કોલેજ, અમદાવાદ; (2) સરકારી મેડિકલ કોલેજ, પદોલા; (3) સરકારી મેડિકલ કોલેજ, થાયાનગર; (4) સરકારી મેડિકલ કોલેજ, સુરત; (5) પીડીએફ મેડિકલ કોલેજ, રાજકોટ; અને (6) આમ.પિ.શાએ સરકારી મેડિકલ કોલેજ, જબેરલાદ્યર માટે 20 વારાં 1 વર્ષની જામીદુર્યુ સેવાની બોન્ડ છે.

- જુદ્ધતા રાજ્યની તમામ ૂ.અમ.ધ.ઓન.એલ. મેડિકલ કોલેજોમાં 2 વારાં 1 વર્ષની જામીદુર્યુ સેવાની બોન્ડ છે.

- તમે તમારી પાત્ર સરકારી / કો.અમ.ધ.ઓન. મુલામસપલ / સેલફ ફાઈનાન્સ મેડિકલ કોલેજમાં અંદ્રમિશન વીજા વાદી રીતે બોન્ડ / MYSY / ક્યાર કેમાચારી શાલામુલામિ વાધા કોઈ તો આપણે તમને 20 વારાં 1 વર્ષની જામીદુર્યુ સેવાની બોન્ડ બાદ પડશે.

માટપૂર્ણ સૂચનાઓ:

- અંગરાગ લોકોને તેયાર પિન (PIN), પાસવડા અને જુદ્ધતા ભારતીય જગ્યાએ કરશો નાઇશ નેવશી દુઃખપણે ન કરી શકે.

- પિન (PIN) નો ફોટોગ્રાફ કરો અને તેના માતાને મોબાઇલ વાડ કરો, તમારા માતા/પિના/માદેની મોબાઇલ મોબાઇલ ના તમે નિંદો મોબાઇલ મોબાઇલ પાસ મોબાઇલ પાસ મોબાઇલ પાસ મોબાઇલ.

- જુદ્ધતા રાજ્યની તમામ ભારતીય જગ્યાએ ક કરશો નાઇશ નેવશી દુઃખપણે ન કરી શકે.

- પ્રવેશ સમિમત પ્રવેશ પ્રક્રિર્ા પૂર્ણ માત્ર બાદ પાસ તમને તિારિં એડમિશન રદ કરશે નહીં. (તમારી નાતના મોબાઇલ ના પાસની મોબાઇલ)

- બજ્જી સુખપદ્ધા અને અપદેશ માટે પ્રવેશ સમિમતની ઉપયોગીતાની વાતાં જોતાં રહો. પ્રવેશ સમિમતની ઉપયોગીતાની ઉપયોગીતા ઉપયોગીતા ઉપયોગીતા ઉપયોગીતા ઉપયોગીતા ઉપયોગીતા.
Grievance Redressal Mechanism is devised for the candidates during the period of admission process to have grievances regarding the admission process in the following matters:

- Regarding admission process/help center/institute etc.
- Violation of merit while granting admission
- Demand of capitation fees/donations against the admissions
- Refund of fees
- Any grievances / query regarding admission process

Any candidate, during the period of admission process, have any grievances regarding the admission process will be addressed personally by committee members at Office of ACPUGMEC/GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar.
Information provided here only for easy understanding not for legal purpose.
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7.5 Anusuchit Janajatiya Vidya Vidhike Post Medik Sikkarshiptam Hr. Shishy ka Rekha Anchana Ane

7.6 Shikshu Bino Re Janajatiya Yojana

7.7 NSP 2.0 (National Scholarship Portal 2.0) Ane Aes-Pi 2.0

Central sector scholarships scheme: which has following divisions according to the candidate's eligibility.

- Department of Higher Education
- Department of Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities
- Department of School Education & Literacy
- Ministry of minority affairs
- Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment
- Ministry of Labour & Employment
- Ministry of Tribal Affairs
- WARB, Ministry of Home Affairs
Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)

- RPF/RPSF, Ministry of Railway
- North Eastern Council (NEC), DoNER

Visit the website for further information: [https://scholarships.gov.in/](https://scholarships.gov.in/)

Note:

1. Gujarat Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (GSSEB) guidelines dated 2/12/2019 for students of rural health centers (MYSY), MGNREGA, and ANM/Health visitors, with the condition that students of government medical college (GMC) will be eligible for a benefit of Rs. 20,000/- after producing a bond. For more information, please visit the website: [https://gujhealth.gujarat.gov.in/Portal/Document/1_1437_1_MCG-1.PDF](https://gujhealth.gujarat.gov.in/Portal/Document/1_1437_1_MCG-1.PDF)

2. Undergraduate students in rural parts of the state will be eligible for a benefit of Rs. 20,000/- for each student. For more information, please visit the website: [https://gujhealth.gujarat.gov.in/Portal/Document/1_1437_1_MCG-1.PDF](https://gujhealth.gujarat.gov.in/Portal/Document/1_1437_1_MCG-1.PDF)
RULES FOR CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE FOR STUDENTS OF INSTITUTES COVERED UNDER ADMISSION COMMITTEE FOR PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATIONAL COURSES, GUJARAT STATE:

• Except unavoidable circumstances or due to health reason with which medical certificate or request letter from the guardian suit to the occasion, every student has to attend his teaching periods, laboratory since from the beginning of every academic session.
• Students shall not disturb the class in any manner nor shall misbehave with teaching fraternity directly or indirectly.
• No student shall act against the rule or misconduct in and around the campus.
• Any person or group or party is prohibited from any activities which may disturb the functions of the institute. Disciplinary action will be initiated against the student who indulges in to such activities.
• Any damage or destruction to the property/belongings of the institute, staff and students is strictly prohibited. If any student found to be indulged in such activities, the cost of the loss shall be recovered from the parents/guardian of the student.
• It is anticipated good manners and proper conduct and gentleness from the individual as well as group of students.
• The student has to maintain sense of proportion in the extra-curricular activities and do not make hindrance in the academic activities.
• It is mandatory to obey the instructions given by the teachers pertaining to academic or other matters, time to time.
• The students shall not take part in the activities not authorized by the institution which may hurt conduct and academic relations.
• Every student has to wear the identity card issued by the institute as also produce as and when asked by the authorized officer of the institute.
• No student shall carry intoxicating or narcotic drugs/items with him and shall not consume it. Those who breach the orders shall be liable for cancellation of admission / rustication from the college.

Any student convicted to be the culprit in the breach of any of the above guidelines or other specific instructions and the guidelines issued time to time by the authorities of University/Technical Examination Board/Institute, The Dean/ Principal of the concerned institute shall be the competent authority to impose suitable punishment and in any extreme case can put the student on suspension or debar from the institute and the decision of the Principal shall be binding to all concerned.
OBJECTIVES:
In view of the directions of the Honorable Supreme Court in SLP No. 24295 of 2006 dated 16-05-2007 and in Civil Appeal number 887 of 2009, dated 08-05-2009 and as per Notification of Medical Council of India, New Delhi dated 03/08/2009 (Amendments incorporated up to April 2018) to prohibit, prevent and eliminate the scourge of ragging including any conduct by any student or students whether by words spoken or written or by an act which has the effect of teasing, treating or handling with rudeness a fresher or any other student, or indulging in rowdy or undisciplined activities by any student or students which causes or is likely to cause annoyance, hardship or psychological harm or to raise fear or apprehension thereof in any fresher or any other student or asking any student to do any act which such student will not in the ordinary course do and which has the effect of causing or generating a sense of shame, torment or embarrassment so as to adversely affect the physique or psyche of such fresher or any other student, with or without an intent to derive a sadistic pleasure or showing off power, authority or superiority by a student over any fresher or any other student, in all higher education institutions in the country, and thereby, to provide for the healthy development, physically and psychologically, of all students.

WHAT CONSTITUTES RAGGING:
Ragging constitutes one or more of any of the following acts:

- Any conduct by any student or students whether by words spoken or written or by an act which has the effect of teasing, treating or handling with rudeness a fresher or any other student.
- Indulging in rowdy or undisciplined activities by any student or students which causes or is likely to cause annoyance, hardship, physical or psychological harm or to raise fear or apprehension thereof in any fresher or any other student.
- Asking any student to do any act which such student will not in the ordinary course do and which has the effect of causing or generating a sense of shame, or torment or embarrassment so as to adversely affect the physique or psyche of such fresher or any other student.
- Any act by a senior student that prevents, disrupts or disturbs the regular academic activity of any other student or a fresher.
- Exploiting the services of a fresher or any other student for completing the academic tasks assigned to an individual or a group of students.
- Any act of financial extortion or forceful expenditure burden put on a fresher or any other student by students.
- Any act of physical abuse including all variants of it: sexual abuse, homosexual assaults, stripping, forcing obscene and lewd acts, gestures, causing bodily harm or any other danger to health or person.
- Any act or abuse by spoken words, emails, posts, public insults which would also include deriving perverted pleasure, vicarious or sadistic thrill from actively or passively participating in the discomfiture to fresher or any other student.
- Any act that affects the mental health and self-confidence of a fresher or any other student with or without an intent to derive a sadistic pleasure or showing off power, authority or superiority by a student over any fresher or any other student.

MANDATORY DISCLOSER:
- Ragging is totally banned and anyone found guilty of ragging and/or abetting ragging is liable to be punished.
- The Appendix-I should be filled up and signed by the candidate to the effect that he / she is aware of the law regarding prohibition of ragging as well as the punishments, and that he/she, if found guilty of the offence of ragging and / or abetting ragging, is liable to be punished appropriately.
- The Appendix-II should be signed by the parent/guardian of the applicant to the effect that he/she is...
also aware of the law in this regard and agrees to abide by the punishment meted out to his/her ward in case the latter is found guilty of ragging and / or abetting ragging.

- A student seeking admission to the hostel shall have to submit another affidavit-III along with his/her application for hostel accommodation that he / she is also aware of the law in this regard and agrees to abide by the punishments meted out if he / she is found guilty of ragging and / or abetting ragging.
- The first year students should desist from doing anything against their will even if ordered by the seniors, and that they have nothing to fear as the institution cares for them and shall not tolerate any atrocities against them.
- A student securing admission to a particular institute shall have to submit concern affidavits to the principal of institute.

**ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN AGAINST STUDENTS FOR INDULGING AND ABETTING RAGGING IN TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS:**

- The punishment to be meted out to the persons indulged in ragging has to be exemplary and justifiably harsh to act as a deterrent against recurrence of such incidents.
- Every single incident of ragging a First Information Report (FIR) must be filed without exception by the institutional authorities with the local police authorities.
- The Anti-Ragging Committee of the institution shall take an appropriate decision, with regard to punishment or otherwise, depending on the facts of each incident of ragging and nature and gravity of the incident of ragging.
- Depending upon the nature and gravity of the offence as established the possible punishments for those found guilty of ragging at the institution level shall be any one or any combination of the following,
  a. Cancellation of admission
  b. Suspension from attending classes
  c. Withholding / withdrawing scholarship / fellowship and other benefits
  d. Debarring from appearing in any test / examination or other evaluation process
  e. Withholding results
  f. Debarring from representing the institution in any regional, national or international meet, tournament, youth festival, etc.
  g. Suspension / expulsion from the hostel
  h. Rustication from the institution for period decided by Dean/Principal of institute.
  i. Expulsion from the institution and consequent debarring from admission to any other institution.
  j. Collective punishment: when the persons committing or abetting the crime of ragging are not identified, the institution shall resort to collective punishment as a deterrent to ensure community pressure on the potential raggers
- An appeal against the order of punishment by the Anti-Ragging Committee shall lie,
  1. In case of an order of an institution, affiliated to or constituent part, of the University, to the Vice Chancellor of the University;
  2. In case of an order of a University, to its Chancellor.
  3. In case of an institution of national importance created by an Act of Parliament, to the Chairman or Chancellor of the institution, as the case may be.
- The institutional authorities shall intimate the incidents of ragging occurred in their premises along with actions taken to the Council from time to time.
APPENDIX – I
UNDEARTAKING BY THE CANDIDATE / STUDENT

MBBS/BDS/BAMS/BHMS

1. I, __________________________________________ have carefully read and fully understood the law prohibiting ragging and the directions of the Supreme Court and the Central / State Government in this regard.

2. I have read the copy of the NMC/DCI/ INC/ CCIM/ AYUSH/ REHABILITATION / GPC Regulations on Curbing the Menace of Ragging in Higher Educational Institutions, 2009.

3. I hereby undertake that-
   • I will not indulge in any behavior or act that may come under the definition of ragging,
   • I will not participate in or abet or propagate ragging in any form,
   • I will not hurt anyone physically or psychologically or cause any other harm.

   I hereby agree that if found guilty of any aspect of ragging, I may be punished as per the provisions of the NMC/DCI/ INC/ CCIM/ AYUSH/ REHABILITATION / GPC Regulations mentioned above and / or as per the law in force.

   Signed this _______day of _______month of _______year.

   Signature

   Address: _______________________________
   _______________________________
   _______________________________

   Name:

   1) Witness:

   2) Witness:
APPENDIX – II
UNDERTAKING BY PARENT/ GUARDIAN

MBBS/BDS/BAMS/BHMS

1. I, _________________________________

F/o / M/o / G/o _________________________________

have carefully read and fully understood the law prohibiting ragging and the directions of the Honorable Supreme Court and the Central / State Government in this regard as well as the NMC /DCI/ INC/ CCIM/ AYUSH/ REHABILITATION /GPC Regulations on Curbing the Menace of Ragging in Higher Educational Institutions, 2009.

2. I assure you that my son / daughter / ward will not indulge in any act of ragging.

3. I hereby agree that if he / she is found guilty of any aspect of ragging, he / she may be punished as per the provisions of the NMC/DCI/ INC/ CCIM/ AYUSH/ REHABILITATION / GPC Regulations mentioned above and / or as per the law in force.

Signed this __________day of __________month of __________year.

Signature

Address: ______________________________

______________________________

Name:

1) Witness:

2) Witness:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of Institute</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Government Medical College, Bhavnagar</td>
<td>BHMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Recognized</td>
<td>MK Bhavnagar University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Government Medical College, Surat</td>
<td>SMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Recognized</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Government Medical College, Vadodara</td>
<td>BMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Recognized</td>
<td>Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay Medical College, Rajkot</td>
<td>RMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Recognized</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shri M. P. Shah Government Medical College, Jamnagar</td>
<td>JMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Recognized</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B. J Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NAMO Medical Education &amp; Research Institute, Silvassa</td>
<td>SILMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>Govt. Permitted</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Himmatnagar</td>
<td>HIMMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Junagadh</td>
<td>JUMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Bhakta Kavi Narsinh Mehta University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>GMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Sola, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>SOLMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Dharpur, Patan</td>
<td>PATMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Gotri, Vadodara</td>
<td>GOTMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Vadnagar</td>
<td>VADMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>GMERS Medical College, Valsad</td>
<td>VALMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>AMCMET Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AMCMET</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Banas Medical College &amp; Research Institute, Palanpur</td>
<td>PLMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>C. U. Shah Medical College, Surendranagar</td>
<td>CUMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Dr. M. K Shah Medical College and Research Centre, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>MKMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dr. N. D. Desai Faculty of Medical Science and Research, Nadiad</td>
<td>NDMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Dharmsinh Desai University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>GCS Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>GCSMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Gujarat Adani Institute of Medical Sciences, Bhuj</td>
<td>BHUMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>KSKV University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Nootan Medical College &amp; Research Centre, Vismagor</td>
<td>VISMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Sankalchand Patel University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Parul Institute of Medical Sciences &amp; Research, Post. Linda, Dist. Vadodara</td>
<td>PRMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Pramukhswnami Medical College, Karamsad</td>
<td>KMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Bhalkaka University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Shatabada Medical College, Amreli</td>
<td>AMRMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Smt. NHL Municipal Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>NHL</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Surat Municipal Institute of Medical Education &amp; Research (SMIMER), Surat</td>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Recognized</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Zydus Medical College and Hospital, Dahod</td>
<td>ZYMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Shri Govind Guru University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Dr. Kiran C. Patel Medical College &amp; Research Institute, Bharuch</td>
<td>BHARMED</td>
<td>MBBS</td>
<td>SFI Permitted</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr. No.</td>
<td>Name of Institute</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Government Dental College and Hospital, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Permitted</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Government Dental College and Hospital, Jamnagar</td>
<td>JD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Permitted</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Siddhpur Dental College and Hospital, Siddhpur</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Ahmedabad Dental College and Hospital, Bhadaj, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AHD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>College of Dental Science and Hospital, Amargadh, Dist. Bhavnagar</td>
<td>AMRD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>MK Bhavnagar University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>College of Dental Sciences &amp; Research Centre, Bopal, Manipur, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>BOPD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Faculty of Dental Science, Nadiad</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Dharmsinh Desai University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Goenka Research Institute of Dental Science, Piplaj, Dist. Gandhinagar</td>
<td>GD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Karnavati School of Dentistry, Uvarsad, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>UKD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Permitted</td>
<td>Karnavati University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Manubhai Patel Dental College &amp; Hospital, Vadodara</td>
<td>MPD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>MK Bhavnagar University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Narsinhbhai Patel Dental College &amp; Hospital, Visnagar</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Sankalchand Patel University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Vaidik Dental College &amp; Research Centre, Daman</td>
<td>DAMD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Recognized</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>A.M.C Dental College and Hospital, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AMCD</td>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Permitted</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Government Akhandanand Ayurveda College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Government Ayurved College, Junagadh</td>
<td>JUNAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Government Ayurveda College, Vadodara</td>
<td>BAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Sheth J.P. Government Ayurved College, Bhavnagar</td>
<td>BHAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>State Model Institute of Ayurveda Sciences, Kolavada, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>SMAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Shri Gulabkunvera Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Jamnagar</td>
<td>JAMAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>GIA</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Shri O. H. Nazar Ayurved College, Surat</td>
<td>SAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>GIA</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Aarihant Ayurvedic Medical College and Research Institute, Adalaj, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>KARAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Swarnim Startup &amp; Innovation University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Ananya College of Ayurved, Kalol, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>KANAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Bachubhai Govindbhai Garaiya Ayurved College, Kalipat, Dist. Rajkot</td>
<td>RBGAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Bhargava Ayurveda College, Dahemi, Dist. Anand</td>
<td>DBAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Dhanvantari Ayurved College, Koydam, Dist. Mahisagar</td>
<td>KOAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Eva College of Ayurved, Supedi, Dist. Rajkot</td>
<td>EVAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>G.J. Patel Institute of Ayurvedic Studies and Research, Vallabh Vidyanagar, Anand</td>
<td>VGAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Charutar Vidya Mandal University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Global Institute of Ayurveda, Tramba (Kasturbadham), Rajkot</td>
<td>RGLAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Gokul Ayurvedic College, Siddhpur</td>
<td>GAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gokul Global University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Ayurveded Research &amp;</td>
<td>RIAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr. No.</td>
<td>Name of Institute</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>J. S. Ayurveda Mahavidyalaya, Nadiad</td>
<td>NAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Jay Jalam Ayurvedic Medical College, Shivpuri, Dist. Panchmahals</td>
<td>PJAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>KJ Institute of Ayurveda and Research, Savli, Vadodara</td>
<td>KJAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Krishna Ayurved Medical College, Vadodara</td>
<td>KAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Manjushree Research Institute of Ayurvedic Science, Piplaj, Dist. Gandhinagar</td>
<td>PMAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Murlidhar Ayurved College, Kalipat, Rajkot</td>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Netra Chikitsa Ayurved College Amreli</td>
<td>AMAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Noble Ayurved College and Research Institute, Bamangam, Junagadh</td>
<td>JNLAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Parul Institute of Ayurved, Limda, Waghoria, Vadodara</td>
<td>PRAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Parul Institute of Ayurved and Research, Limda, Waghoria, Vadodara</td>
<td>PIARY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>RK University Ayurvedic College &amp; Hospital, Kasturbadham, Rajkot</td>
<td>RRKAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>RK University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Shree Rasiklal Manikchandji Dhariwal Ayurved College &amp; Hospital, Waghalbhara, Valsad</td>
<td>RMA</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Shree Swaminarayan Ayurvedic College, Kalol</td>
<td>KSA</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Shri V. M. Mehta Institute of Ayurved, Anandpar, Dist.- Jamnagar</td>
<td>VMAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Shri Balahanuman Ayurveda Mahavidyalaya, Lodra, Dist.-Gandhinagar</td>
<td>LAY</td>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat Ayurved University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Government Homoeopathic Medical College and Hospital, Dethali, Dist. Patan</td>
<td>DHA</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>Govt.</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Anand Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Research Institute, Anand</td>
<td>ARKH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>GIA</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Sardar Patel University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Dr. V. H. Dave Homoeopathic Medical College, Anand</td>
<td>AVDH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>GIA</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Sardar Patel University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Gujarat Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Savli, Dist. Vadodara</td>
<td>SAVH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>GIA</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Shri Govind Guru University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Aarihant Ayurvedic Medical College &amp; Research Institute Adalaj, Gandhinagar</td>
<td>KARH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Swarnim Startup &amp; Innovation University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Aarayveer Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Kuvadava, Dist. Rajkot</td>
<td>RAVH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Ahmedabad Homoeopathic Medical College, Ahmedabad</td>
<td>AHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Ananya College of Homoeopathy, Kalol</td>
<td>KANH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>B G Gariya Homoeopathic Medical College, Kalipat, Dist. Rajkot</td>
<td>RGJM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Baroda Homoeopathic Medical College, Vadodara</td>
<td>BSVSH</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Bhargava Homoeopathic Medical College, Vidyagram, Dist. Anand</td>
<td>DBHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Sardar Patel University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>C. D. Pachchigarch College of Homoeopathic Medicine and Hospital, Surat</td>
<td>CDHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr. No.</td>
<td>Name of Institute</td>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>C. N. Kothari Homoeopathic Medical College and Research Centre, Vyara, Dist: Tapi</td>
<td>VHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Gandhinagar Homoeopathic Medical College, At-Mubararakpur, Dist.Gandhinagar</td>
<td>MGHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Jawaharlal Nehru Homoeopathic Medical College, Post: Limda, Dist: Vadodara</td>
<td>JNHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Jay Jalaram Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, At: Morva (Rena), Dist:Panchmahal</td>
<td>JJHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Shri Govind Guru University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Kamdar Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Research Centre, Rajkot</td>
<td>RKHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Lalitaben Ramnikil Shah Homoeopathy College, At-Anandpar, Dis.Jamnagar</td>
<td>LRHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Laxmiben Homoeopathy Institute &amp; Research Center, At-Bhandu, Dist. Mehsana</td>
<td>BLHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Limbdi Homoeopathic Medical College and Hospital, Limbdi, Dist: Surendranagar</td>
<td>LHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Merchant Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Basna, Dist:Mehsana</td>
<td>MMRHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Noble Homoeopathic College &amp; Research Institute, Bamangam, Dist:Junagadh</td>
<td>NHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Bhakta Kavi Narsinh Mehta University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Parul Institute of Homoeopathy and Research, Post. Limda, Dist. Vadodara</td>
<td>PHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Pioneer (M. S. Pathak) Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Vadodara</td>
<td>BMSPHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Shri Govind Guru University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Rajkot Homoeopathic Medical College, Gondal Road, Rajkot</td>
<td>RHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Parul University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Shree H. N. Shukla Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Amargadh (Bikhari), Rajkot</td>
<td>HNHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Shree Mahalaxmiji Mahila Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Vadodara</td>
<td>BMLXHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>MK Bhavnagar University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Shree Shamalaji Homoeopathic Medical College, Godhra</td>
<td>GHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Shree Swaminarayan Homoeopathy College, Kalol, Dist: Gandhinagar</td>
<td>KSHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Smt Malini Kishore Sanghi Homoeopathic Medical College, Miyagam Karjan, Dist:Vadodara</td>
<td>KHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Shri Govind Guru University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Smt. Vasantben N. Vyas Homoeopathic Medical College, Jesingpara, Amreli</td>
<td>AMVHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Swami Vivekanand Homoeopathic Medical College and Hospital, Sidsar, Bhavnagar</td>
<td>BHBM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>MK Bhavnagar University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Vidhyadeep Homoeopathic Medical College and Research Centre, At &amp; Po-Anita (Kim), Dist- Surat</td>
<td>VHSHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Smt. A J Savla Homoeopathic Medical College, Mehsana</td>
<td>MHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>S. S. Agrawal Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; General Hospital, Navsari</td>
<td>SSHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Veer Narmad South Gujarat University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Shri B. A. Dangar Homoeopathic Medical College &amp; Hospital, Rajkot.</td>
<td>RBADHM</td>
<td>BHMS</td>
<td>SFI</td>
<td>Awaited</td>
<td>Saurashtra University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gujarat Professional Medical Educational Courses (Regulation of Admission in Undergraduate Courses) Rules, 2017

Notification
Health and Family Welfare Department
Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar.
Dated the 23rd June, 2017
(AMENDED UPTO 8th OCTOBER, 2020)

1. Short Title-
These rules may be called the Gujarat Professional Medical Educational Courses (Regulation of Admission in Undergraduate Courses) Rules, 2017.

2. Definitions-
(1) In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,
(a) "Act" means the Gujarat Professional Medical Educational Colleges or Institutions (Regulation of Admission and Fixation of Fees) Act, 2007 (Guj. 3 of 2008);
(b) "Admission" means admission of candidates to the first year of the degree in the Professional Medical Educational Courses;
(c) "Admission Committee" means Admission Committee constituted under section 4 of the Act.
(d) "AB-group" means the group comprising of the subjects of Mathematics, Biology, Physics, and Chemistry in the Science Stream of the Higher Secondary School Certificate Examination (10+2 pattern);
(e) "B-group" means the group comprising of the subjects of Biology, Physics and Chemistry in the Science Stream of the Higher Secondary School Certificate Examination (10+2 pattern);
(f) "Gujarat Board" means the Gujarat Secondary and Higher Secondary Education Board established under section 3 of the Gujarat Secondary and Higher Secondary Education Act, 1972 (Guj. 18 of 1973);
(g) "Help center" means the center notified for the facilitation of the candidate for registration and admission process by the admission committee as the case may be;
(h) "NEET" means National Eligibility cum Entrance Test conducted for the purpose of admission to the Professional Medical Educational Courses;
(i) "Counselling" means the Counselling for all admissions to Professional Medical Courses in all Medical Educational Institutions in State established by the Central Government or the State Government, University established by an Act of State Legislature or Parliament or Medical Institution or College run by a registered Trust or a Society or a Minority Educational Institutes, Corporations or a Company registered under the Companies Act, 2013 conducted by the Admission Committee under the overall superintendence, direction and control of the Government.
(j) "Professional Medical Educational Courses" shall include the following Degree Courses, namely:-
   (i) Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS);
   (ii) Bachelor of Dental Surgery (BDS);
   (iii) Bachelor of Ayurveda, Medicine and Surgery (BAMS);
   (iv) Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine and Surgery (BHMS);
   (v) Bachelor of Physiotherapy (BPT);
Sub-clauses (v), (vi), (vii), (viii), (ix) and (x) of clause (j) shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

In rule 2, in sub-rule (1), clause (f) and item (x) of clause (j) shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020.

(k) "Qualifying Examination" means the Higher Secondary School Certificate Examination, (10+2 patterns) passed in the Science Stream or an equivalent examination.

The words and expressions used in these rules but not defined shall have the same meanings as assigned to them in the Act.

3. Seats Available for Admission-

   (1) For the purpose of admission to the first year of the Professional Medical Educational Courses, available seats shall include-

      A. Government Seats-

         (i) All the sanctioned seats of the Professional Medical Courses in the Government Colleges or Institutions of the State excluding fifteen per cent seats of All India Quota in the MBBS and BDS courses:

            Provided that a vacant seat of All India Quota surrendered or transferred by DGHS, shall be filled as the Government seat.

         (ii) All the sanctioned seats of the Professional Medical Courses in the grant-in-aid Colleges or Institutions, and

         (iii) Seventy-five per cent of the total sanctioned seats of the Professional Medical Courses in the unaided Colleges or Institutions.

      B. Management Seats-

         (i) Twenty-five per cent seats of the total sanctioned seats including fifteen per cent Non Resident
Indian seats of the Professional Medical Courses in the unaided Colleges, Institutions or a University.

Provided that any management seat remains vacant, such seat shall be filled in as the available Government seat.

(ii) Before commencement of admission process, if any unaided College or Institution including university requests to fill up the Management Seats by the Admission Committee, such Management Seats shall also be considered as available government seats for granting admission.

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

In Para B under the heading Management Seats, in item (i), for the existing proviso, the following provisos shall be substituted, namely:

Provided that management seats including Fifteen percent Non-Resident Indian seats in BAMS and BHMS courses shall be filled by consortium.

Provided further that any management seat remains vacant, such seat shall be filled in as the available Government seats as provided in sub-rule (2) of rule 5.

C. Non-Resident Indian Seats-

(i) Fifteen per cent seats of the total sanctioned seats of the Professional Medical Courses in the unaided Colleges, Institutions or a University.

Provided that if a Non-Resident Indian seat remains vacant, such seat shall be filled as Management seat.

(ii) Before commencement of admission process, if any unaided College or Institution including university requests to fill up the Non-Resident Indian Seats by the Admission Committee, such Non-resident Seats shall also be considered as available Management seats or the Government seats, as per the request for granting admission.

(2) The intimation received in respect of sanction of seats, by the Admission Committee three days prior to the commencement of the counselling programme shall be considered for computation of the total available seats.

4. Eligibility for Admission-

A candidate who desires admission shall-

(1) be a citizen of India;

Provided that a candidate whose parents are origin of India, and do not hold Indian citizenship and have applied for Indian citizenship, shall produce the proof of submission of such application to the Admission Committee before the date of counseling.

Such candidates shall be admitted provisionally subject to submission of the certificate of their having acquired the Indian citizenship on or before 31st July of next year, failing which their provisional admission shall be treated as cancelled without any notice.

Provided further that candidates seeking admission on Non-Resident Indian seat shall be Non-Resident Indian or children or wards of a Non-Resident Indian.

In sub-rule (1), for the words “be a citizen of India” the words “be a citizen of India or overseas citizen of India” shall be substituted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

In sub-rule (1), the words “or overseas citizen of India” shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-12/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 15th June, 2019.

After sub-rule (1), the following sub-rule shall be inserted namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:

“(1-A) be the Domicile of Gujarat State”

In sub-rule (1-A), in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-12/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 15th June, 2019

(a) for the words “be the Domicile of Gujarat State”, the words “be born in Gujarat State or be the Domicile of Gujarat State.” shall be substituted.
Admission Committee for Professional Undergraduate Medical Educational Courses (ACPUGMEC)

(b) after the existing proviso the following proviso shall be added, namely:-
“Provided further that the candidates of Union Territories of the Daman & Diu and Dadra & Nagar Haveli shall be exempted from this sub-rule for the academic year 2019-20”

(2) have completed 17 years of age on the 31st December of the Academic Year for which the admissions are being conducted;

(3) have passed the 10th and 12th qualifying examination with “B-group” or “AB-group” from-
   (i) The Gujarat Board; or
   (ii) The Central Board of Secondary Education provided that the school in which the candidate has studied, is located in the State of Gujarat; or
   (iii) The Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations Board, New Delhi provided that the school in which the candidate has studied, is located in the State of Gujarat:
       Provided that a candidate seeking admission on Non-Resident Indian seat must have passed the qualifying examination from anywhere with Physics, Chemistry and Biology.

In sub-rule (3), after clause (iii) and before the proviso thereunder the following clauses shall be added, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:
(iv) The International School Board (International Baccalaureate and Cambridge) provided that the school in which the candidate has studied, is located in the State of Gujarat; or
(v) The National Institute of Open Schooling provided that the school in which the candidate has studied, is located in the State of Gujarat.

In sub-rule (3), after the first proviso, the following proviso shall be inserted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-12/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 15th June, 2019:
“Provided further that for the purpose of admission for the academic year 2019-20 only, the candidates who have studied and passed 10th standard from the school located outside the state of Gujarat shall also be eligible”;

(4) have qualified in NEET conducted in current academic year in case of MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS, BNAT;

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:
In the said rules, in rule 4,-
(a) for sub-rule (4), the following sub-rule shall be substituted, namely:-
(4) have qualified in NEET conducted in current academic year in case of Professional Medical Educational Courses;

(5) Minimum qualifying standard for admission: No candidate shall be admitted in the professional medical educational courses unless he fulfills the eligibility criteria including the minimum qualifying percentage/percentile as follows:

A. Minimum qualifying standard for MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS, BNAT Courses: Eligibility criteria in HSC examination and NEET of current academic year.

(a) For Government Seats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>General Category</th>
<th>Gen-PH category</th>
<th>Reserved (SC, ST, SEBC including Physically disabled) Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBBS, BDS and BAMS</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology Theory and Practical, in percentage.</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHMS &amp; BNAT</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology.</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory and Practical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET qualifying Percentile of the current academic year.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) For Management Seats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>All candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology - Theory and Practical</td>
<td>Same criteria as for the Government seats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET qualifying Percentile (As per criteria laid down by the Government of India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) For NRI Seats:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>All candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBBS, BDS, BAMS</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination (Physics, Chemistry and Biology Theory and Practical) in percentage</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHMS, BNAT</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Theory and Practical</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET qualifying Percentile (As per criteria laid down by the Govt. of India)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for sub-rule (5), the following shall be substituted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:-

“No candidate shall be admitted in the MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS and BNAT Courses in Government Seats, Management Seats and NRI seats unless he / she possesses minimum qualifying standard in HSC examination and NEET of current academic year, as may be decided by the respective Council / the Central Government and fulfills eligibility criteria under these rules.”

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

(5) No candidate shall be admitted in the Professional Medical Educational Courses in Government Seats, Management Seats and NRI seats unless he possesses minimum qualifying standard in HSC examination and NEET of current academic year, as may be determined by the respective Council / the Central Government and fulfills other eligibility criteria under these rules.

Minimum qualifying standard for Professional Medical Educational Courses: Eligibility criteria in HSC examination and NEET of current academic year.

(a) For Government Seats:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>General/ EWS Category</th>
<th>Gen-PwD/EWS-PwD category</th>
<th>Reserved (SC, ST, SEBC including Person with Disability) Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination (Physics, Chemistry &amp; Biology/ Biotechnology Theory and Practical) in percentage</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET (Physics, Chemistry &amp; Biology) Percentile</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) For Management Seats:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>All Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination (Physics, Chemistry &amp; Biology/ Biotechnology Theory and Practical) in percentage</td>
<td>Same criteria as for the Government Seats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET qualifying Percentile (As per criteria laid down by the Government of India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) For NRI Seats:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>All Candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination (Physics, Chemistry &amp; Biology/ Biotechnology Theory and Practical) in percentage</td>
<td>Same criteria as for the Government Seats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEET qualifying Percentile (As per criteria laid down by the Government of India)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### B. Minimum qualifying standard for Other Courses:

#### (a) For Government Seats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>General Category</th>
<th>Gen-Physically disabled category</th>
<th>Reserved (SC, ST, SEBC including Physically disabled) Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSc Nursing</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology Theory and Practical and English in percentage</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT, BOP, BO, BASLP</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology - Theory and Practical</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### (b) For Management Seats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Courses</th>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>All candidates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSc Nursing</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology Theory and Practical and English in percentage</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT, BOP, BO, BASLP</td>
<td>HSC or Equivalent examination passed with Physics, Chemistry and Biology Theory and Practical</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(6) (a) Sons and daughters of All India Services Officers viz. Indian Administrative Service, Indian Police Service, Indian Forest Service etc. allotted to the Gujarat State and serving outside the Gujarat State on deputation, and

(b) Sons and daughters of Gujarat Government Employees, who have been posted outside the Gujarat State for the administrative reasons,

shall be treated at par with the candidates under sub-rule (1) provided they have passed the qualifying examination from the respective State Board and obtained qualifying marks under clause A and B of sub-rule (5) of rule 4. In such cases, his candidature shall be included in the Gujarat Board merit list referred to in clause (a) of sub-rule (1) of rule 10. If such a candidate has passed the qualifying examination from the Central Board of Secondary Education or the Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi his candidature shall be included in the merit list of respective Board referred to in clause (b) of said sub-rule (2) of rule 11.

Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, he will be eligible for management seat irrespective of the fact that such candidate has passed qualifying examination from a school located in the state or outside the state of Gujarat.

For sub-rule (6), the following sub-rule shall be substituted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:-

(a) Sons and daughters of All India Services Officers viz. Indian Administrative Service, Indian Police Service, Indian Forest Service etc. allotted to the Gujarat State and serving outside the Gujarat State on deputation, and

(b) Sons and daughters of Gujarat Government Employees, who have been posted outside the Gujarat State for the administrative reasons,

(c) Sons and daughters of defense personnel who are domicile of Gujarat State and presently serving outside Gujarat State.

shall be treated at par with the candidates under sub-rule (1) provided they have passed the qualifying examination from the respective State Board or Central Board or The Council of Indian School Certificate Examination Board or The International School Board (International Baccalaureate and Cambridge) or The National Institute of Open Schooling and obtained qualifying marks under clause A of sub-rule (5) of rule 4. In such cases, his / her candidature shall be included in the merit list referred to in clause (a) of sub-rule (1) of rule 10.

Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, he will be eligible for management seat irrespective of the fact that such candidate has passed qualifying examination from a school located in the
state or outside the state of Gujarat.

(7) A candidate who has:
   (i) Studied under Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Scheme up to Standard VIII in any of the schools located in the State of Gujarat, and
   (ii) thereafter studied in any of the schools located outside the State of Gujarat under the said scheme, and
   (iii) passed qualifying examination from a Navodaya Vidyalaya located outside Gujarat State and
   (iv) have qualified in the NEET, conducted in the current academic year and obtained marks under clause A of sub-rule (5) of rule 4 shall be eligible for admission and his candidature shall be included in the merit list of MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS and BNAT courses as under clause (a) of Rule 11 and for other courses in the merit list of Central Board as prescribed in clause (b) of rule 11.

Explanation - “Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Scheme” means the Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Scheme started during the year 1985-86 by the Government of India in accordance with the National Policy of Education and managed by Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti, an autonomous organization under the department of Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development.

For sub-rule (7) (iv), the words “and for other courses in the merit list of Central Board as prescribed in clause (b) of rule 11”, shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

(8) A candidate who has passed the qualifying examination after appearing in the supplementary examination conducted by the Board shall not be eligible for admission in the current academic year.

(9) A candidate who has secured admission under these rules in any year shall not be eligible for further admission to any course until the period within which he might have completed the course in which he has secured admission.

For sub-rule (9), the following sub-rule shall be substituted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:-

(9) A candidate who has secured admission under these rules in any year shall also be eligible for admission to any course if he pays total fees as determined by the Fee Regulatory Committee for entire course which he / she is pursuing presently and thereupon the concerned institute shall require to issue the “No Objection Certificate” and return original documents. The candidate shall require to submit the same to the Admission Committee to consider him / her for new admission at the time of counselling.

5. Reservation of Seats-

(1) Fifteen percent (15%) of total seats for admissions in each Government Medical and Dental College shall be reserved for candidates of All India Quota who are allotted for admission by the Director General of Health Services, Government of India, New Delhi.

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

In the said rules, in rule 5,-

The existing sub-rule (1) shall be renumbered as clause (a) of that sub-rule (1) and after clause (a) so renumbered, the following clause (b) shall be inserted, namely: -

(b) Fifteen percent (15%) of the total seats for admissions in each Government colleges, Government-aided and unaided institutes of BAMS and BHMS courses shall be reserved for candidates of All India Quota are allotted for admission by Authority designated by the Central Government;

After sub-rule (1), the following sub-rule shall be inserted as follows, namely:-

(1A) After deduction of the All India Quota, Management Quota including NRI Quota Seats from total number of available seats, remaining seats shall be reserved for the candidates of Gujarat origin."

(2) After deduction of the seats referred to in sub-rule (1), the remaining available Government seats shall be reserved for the candidate of Gujarat origin and falling under the following categories, namely:-

In sub rule (2), for words and bracket “sub-rule (1)”, the words and brackets “sub-rule (1) and (1A)” shall
be substituted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020

(a) Scheduled Castes: 7%
(b) Scheduled Tribes: 15%
(c) Socially and Educationally Backward Classes: 27%

Explanation - The reservation of the seats shall not be applicable for those who have migrated from other States.

In sub-rule (2), after the clause (c), the following clause shall be added, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-12/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 15th June, 2019:-

“(d) Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs): 10%”

In rule 5, in sub rule (2), after clause (d) [Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs): 10%], the following proviso shall be added, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-17/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 29th June, 2019:-

“Provided that the reservation of the seats for Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs) will be applicable only to those colleges or institutions where the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and Ministry of Ayush, Government of India have increased the number of seats to implement the 10% EWSs reservation quota without affecting the existing number of general and other quota seats.

After sub-rule (2), the following sub-rule shall be inserted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-12/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 15th June, 2019:-

“(2A) For the purpose of the admission of the candidates from the Union Territories of Daman & Diu and Dadra & Nagar Haveli to M.B.B.S. course, maximum of 10 seats shall be allotted on basis of the merit-cum-preference and choice in admission process. And for the purpose of admission in other courses, candidates of the Union Territories of Daman & Diu and Dadra & Nagar Haveli shall be eligible on the basis of merit for all the seats.”

(3) Ten percent seats of total available Government seats in the Nursing Colleges shall be reserved for male candidates.


(4) A candidate seeking admission on reserved seat shall be required to produce a Certificate of Caste from which he originates:

Provided that the candidate belonging to Socially and Educationally Backward Class shall be required to produce a certificate to the effect of non-inclusion in Creamy Layer in addition to the caste certificate.

(5) No caste certificate shall be valid unless it is duly signed, stamped, and issued by the authority empowered by the State Government.

(6) No certificate regarding non-inclusion in Creamy Layer shall be valid, unless it is duly stamped, signed and issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat. The validity of such Certificate shall be as per the prevailing policy of the Government.

(7) If a candidate fails to submit the certificates as required under sub-rule (4) within the stipulated time, his candidature shall be considered for admission under unreserved category.

(8) If a candidate of reserved category gets admission on unreserved seat in order of merit, he may be given admission on the unreserved seat according to his preference.

(9) The admission of a candidate of a reserved category on a reserved seat shall be valid subject to the verification of caste certificate by the authority empowered by the State Government in this behalf. In case the caste certificate is found invalid on verification, he shall not have right to claim his admission on reserved seat and if he has been already granted admission, such admission shall be cancelled.

(10) After granting admission to all the candidates of reserved categories on reserved seats, the reserved Category seats remaining vacant shall be transferred to the unreserved category seats.
6. **Reservation for Physically Disabled:**

Three per cent of the available seats in Government and Grant-in-aid institution in each category shall be reserved, for loco-motor disabled candidates of the respective category provided that a candidate having “loco-motor disability of lower limbs between 50% to 70% (upper limbs being normal)” shall be eligible to apply for admission in accordance with the guidelines/regulations of the Council, provided the candidate shall require to produce the certificate obtained in the proforma prescribed in the application form. The certificate shall be obtained from the Medical Board constituted for this purpose by the State Government. The Certificate shall contain extent of disability and suitability of such candidate for undertaking the course. If any seat remains vacant, the second preference shall be given to a candidate having loco-motor disability of lower limbs between 40% to less than 50%.

The admission on aforesaid reserved seats shall be subject to the furnishing of certificate duly issued by competent authority empowered by the State Government in this behalf.

For rule 6, the following shall be substituted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:-

Five per cent of the available seats in Government and Grant-in-aid institution in each category shall be reserved, for person with benchmark disabilities in accordance with the provisions of the Right of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016 as provided by Medical Council of India, New Delhi from time to time. The certificate shall be obtained from the Medical Board constituted for this purpose by the State Government. The Certificate shall contain extent of disability and suitability of such candidate for undertaking the course. The admission on aforesaid reserved seats shall be subject to the furnishing of certificate duly issued by competent authority empowered by the State Government in this behalf.

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

In the said rules, in rule 6, the following proviso shall be added at the end, namely:-

Provided that if any seat/seats remain vacant in Person with Disabilities category shall be converted and filled in by respective category during respective admission online/offline round by candidates available in Merit list published by the Admission committee.

7. **Conduct of Admissions**

(i) The Admission Committee constituted under section 4 shall supervise and control the entire process of admission of students to Government seats, Management seats and NRI seats to the Professional Medical Educational Courses. Admission to all Professional Medical Educational Courses seats shall be made by centralized single window state common counselling by the admission committee to make it a one composite process. The private institutes may send their representative at the place of counselling.

(ii) There shall be only two rounds of common counselling, each conducted by the Admission Committee. Manual counselling for allotment of students shall be conducted by the Admission Committee to ascertain the number of seats that still remain vacant after the two rounds of online counselling. A list of students in order of merit shall be prepared by the Admission Committee so that in case of any stray vacancy arising in any college, the said seat shall be filled up from the merit list.

(iii) Admission Committee shall, by advertisement in the prominent newspapers widely circulated in the State and on its website and by such other means, as the Committee may consider necessary, publish the date of issue of admission forms, PIN and Information booklet, centers for submission of documents, last date for submission and such other information as may be necessary in this regard. The committee shall decide schedule of admission process, advertisement, preparation and display of merit list, details of fees to be paid, and all aspects pertinent to admission.

In rule 7, in sub-rule (iii), the words “and Information Booklet” shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

(iv) All the Seats shall be filled on the basis of merit list prepared by the Admission Committee.

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

In the said rules, in rule 7,-

(a) in sub-rule (i), the following proviso shall be inserted at the end, namely:-
Provided that management seat including NRI seats in BAMS and BHMS courses shall be filled by the Consortium for each course.

(b) in sub-rule (ii), for the words "only two", the word "online" shall be substituted;

(c) in sub-rule (iv), the following provisos shall be added at the end, namely:-

Provided that management seat including NRI seats in BAMS and BHMS courses shall be filled by the Consortium for each course. The Consortium shall, by an advertisement in two English and two Gujarati leading newspapers widely circulated in the State, invite an application from the eligible candidates for the admissions to the BAMS and BHMS Courses on the management seats. The advertisement shall contain the date of issue of application forms, centers from where the application forms may be obtained and to where submitted, last date for submission of application forms, details of fees to be paid and eligibility criteria and numbers of seats available for admission on the management seats and such other information as may be necessary in this behalf.

The Consortium shall also make necessary arrangements to issue and receive the application forms for admission to the Management seats at the office of the Admission Committee at the GMERS Medical College, Gandhinagar.

All the management seats shall be filled in by the Consortium by a Single Window System on the basis of merit list prepared on the basis of All India Overall rank of the candidates and whose names appear in the merit list prepared by the Admission Committee:

Provided further that no candidate shall be admitted against the management seats unless his name appears in the merit list prepared by the Admission Committee:

Provided also that where any Non-Resident Indian seat remains vacant, such seat shall be converted into management seats and filled in from the merit list of management seats.

(d) after sub-rule (iv), the following sub-rule shall be added, namely:-

In case of minimum qualifying percentile of NEET-UG is revised by the Government of India, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, New Delhi, fresh application shall be invited from the desirous candidates who become eligible as per revised NEET-UG percentile and their names shall be included as per inter-se merit list as per the rank allotted to the candidates by concerned agency/body and revised merit list shall be published by the Admission committee. Such candidates shall be eligible for the admission in available seats for subsequent rounds/Mop up round of Counseling.

8. Application for admission-

(i) The Admission committee shall, by advertisement in the prominent newspapers widely circulated in the State, by web-site and by such other means, as it may consider necessary, publish the date of registration, the list of Help centers, last date of submission of Registration Form, courses offered and such other information as may be necessary in this regard.

(ii) For the purpose of registration, candidate shall be required to make payment of such sum towards the Registration fee, information booklet with PIN from designated centers as determined by the Admission committee.

In rule 8, in sub-rule (ii), the words "Information Booklet with" shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

In the said rules, in rule 8, for sub-rule (ii), the following sub-rule shall be substituted, namely:-

For the purpose of registration, candidate shall be required to make online payment of such sum towards the Registration fee and purchase PIN (Personal Identification Number) from designated website as determined by the Admission Committee.

(iii) A candidate seeking admission shall apply on-line on the website of admission committee for the registration of his candidature within the time limit, specified by the Admission Committee.

(iv) If candidate has made more than one registration for same category of seats, the registration made at the later stage shall be taken into consideration for admission purpose and the other registrations shall be treated as cancelled.

(v) Candidate, who has registered himself online once and wants to correct/change his data, can do so at nearby Help center or Central Control Room at the office of admission committee. For making correction or
change, he may approach at nearby help center and justify need of change with valid documentary evidence.

(vi) The receipt/confirmation can be obtained for the application received online. The applicant shall be given the registration number and date of his application in the receipt and the same shall be used as reference in all future correspondence and also used in the merit list.

9. **Documents to be submitted with the registration Form**-

   (1) The candidate shall produce original documents for verification and attach the self-attested copies of the following documents with the Application Form, namely:-

   (i) Qualifying Examination/Standard 12th (HSC) mark-sheet as the case may be;

   (ii) NEET mark-sheet of current academic year;

   (iii) School Leaving Certificate or Transfer Certificate;

   (iv) S.S.C. Examination (Std. 10th) mark-sheet and passing certificate,

   (v) Caste certificate for a candidate belonging to Scheduled Caste (SC), Scheduled Tribes (ST) and Socially and Educationally Backward Classes (SEBC), issued by the authority empowered by the Government in that behalf; (for SC, ST and SEBC candidates);

   (vi) Non-Creamy Layer (NCL) certificate of the family, as per the prevailing policy of the Government issued by the authority empowered by the Government in this behalf (for SEBC candidates);

   (vii) Certificate of Physical Disability, issued and duly signed by the medical board constituted or medical officer authorised for the purpose; (for physically disabled candidates);

   In the said rules, in rule 9, in sub-rule (1) for clause (v), the following clause shall be substituted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-12/MCG/1018/SFS/23/J, dated 15th June, 2019:-

   Caste Certificate or Eligibility Certificate as the case may be, for the candidate belonging to Scheduled Castes (SC), Scheduled Tribes (ST), Socially and Educationally Backward Classes (SEBC) and Economically Weaker Sections (EWSs), issued by the authority empowered by the Government in this behalf; (for SC, ST, SEBC and EWSs candidates)

   (vii) Certificate of Physical Disability, issued and duly signed by the medical board constituted or medical officer authorised for the purpose; (for physically disabled candidates);

   In rule 9, in sub-rule (i), in clause (vii), the words "Physical" and "Physically" shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

   (viii) The certificate of local candidate from the Dean of NHLMMC, Ahmedabad or, as the case may be, from SMIMER, Surat; and

   (ix) The documentary evidence of NRI Status for candidate who desires to take admission on NRI seat.

   (x) The necessary proof regarding his minority status and writing about his willingness to take admission in the concerned minority college / institution for candidate belonging to minority community.

   In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:

   In the said rules, in rule 9, in sub-rule (1), -

   (a) for items (iii) and (iv), the following items shall be substituted, respectively:-

   (iii) Certificate mentioning place of birth (School Leaving Certificate or Transfer Certificate or Birth certificate or Indian passport);

   (iv) S.S.C. Examination (Std. 10th) mark-sheet;“;

   (b) after item (x), the following items shall be added, namely:-

   (xi) The candidate seeking admission to the professional medical educational course shall require to produce a Certificate of Physical Fitness to undergo such course in the prescribed form obtained from a registered medical practitioner along with the undertaking;

   (xii) Domicile Certificate (if applicant is born outside State of Gujarat);

   (xiii) Domicile certificate of defense personnel issued by the authority empowered by the Government of Gujarat; and Bonafide certificate issued by the competent authority (if applicant is child of defense personnel).

   (2) The candidate shall have to produce for verification, at the time of counseling, before admission committee,
the original documents, copies of which are attached with the application.

(3) The Admission Committee may retain any original documents, which it considers necessary until the admission process is completed. The said document shall be handed over by the Admission Committee to the college or institution, where the candidate has got admission, after completion of admission process. Such college or institution shall return the original document to the candidate after completion of administrative procedure (e.g. enrollment etc.).

10. Preparation of Merit List for admission-

The merit list of the candidates who have applied for admission in the prescribed form, within the prescribed time limit and who are found eligible for admission under these rules shall be prepared in the following manner, namely:

(1) For MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS and BNAT courses:

(a) Merit list shall be prepared on the basis of All India Overall rank of the candidates who found eligible in NEET of current academic year:

(b) A separate list of minority students seeking admission in the respective minority institution in order of merit shall be prepared by the Admission Committee. The minority status of the candidate shall be checked / verified by the Competent Authority of the college. The minority quota seats, if any, in institution run by minorities will be filled up by minority students only.

(2) For other courses:

(a) (i) In case of candidates who have passed qualifying examination from the Gujarat Board (marks as given in Board mark-sheet, i.e. total marks obtained in the four semesters will be taken as total marks) or Central Board or ISCE Board, marks obtained in theory of the Physics, Biology and Chemistry Subjects after converting it into 100, shall be the merit marks.

In ease of candidates who have passed standard 12th qualifying examination from the Gujarat Board on or before March, 2013 marks obtained in theory of the Physics, Biology and Chemistry subjects after converting it into 100 i.e. percentage in theory marks of Physics, Biology and Chemistry subjects, shall be the merit marks.

(ii) The candidates who have passed qualifying examination from central Board including JNV or, as the case may be, the Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi, marks obtained in theory of the Physics, Biology and Chemistry subjects after converting it to 100, shall be the merit marks:

Provided that seat distribution between different boards shall be as under:-

The available government seats shall be distributed between candidates or the Gujarat Board and other Boards on pro-rata basis, taking into consideration the number of candidates passed from the Gujarat Board, Central Boards and the Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi in the relevant academic year:

Provided that where any seat remains vacant in the category of Central Board or, as the case may be, the Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi, the same shall be filled in from the candidates of merit list of Gujarat Board.

(b) The Admission Committee shall prepare and publish different merit lists as follows, namely:-

(i) The first merit list shall include the candidates who have passed the qualifying examination from the Gujarat Board. Merit list of reserved category candidates shall be prepared separately; and

(ii) The second merit list shall consist of merit list of the candidates who have passed the qualifying examination from the Central Board; New Delhi. Merit list of reserved category candidates shall be prepared separately.

(iii) The Third merit list shall consist of merit list of the candidates who have passed the qualifying examination from the Council of Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi. Merit list of reserved category candidates shall be prepared separately.

(c) The criteria for deciding merit order in ease of candidates having equal merit marks shall be in the following sequence, namely:-

(i) The candidate who has obtained higher grand total in the mark sheet.

(ii) The candidate who obtained higher marks in theory subject of Biology in qualifying examination.

(iii) The candidate who obtained higher marks in theory subject of Chemistry in qualifying examination.

(iv) The candidate who obtained higher marks in theory subject of Physics in qualifying examination.

(v) The candidate who obtained higher marks in English subject in qualifying examination.
11. Admission Procedure-

(1) Admission shall be given online in the following manner:

(i) The admission committee shall prepare merit lists under rule 10 for the eligible candidates who have applied under rule 8.

(ii) The merit lists shall be displayed on the web-site of the Admission Committee and by such other means, as the committee may consider convenient.

(iii) The Admission Committee shall publish the schedule of online counselling programme on its web-site, by advertisement in the prominent newspapers widely circulated in the State, and by such other means, as it may consider necessary.

(iv) The candidate shall be required to indicate his order of choices of courses and colleges or institutions, online. Allotment of seats shall be made on the basis of merit, category of the candidate and availability of seats. The allotment of seats shall be published on the web-site of the committee. The candidates are required to obtain the print out of the information letter and bank fee receipt copies from the web-site.

(v) The candidate shall be required to pay such fee as determined by the fee Regulatory Committee. The admission allotted to the candidate shall be confirmed on payment of tuition fees of the concerned college. In case, the candidate fails to pay the tuition fees within the prescribed time limit, the admission offered to him shall be treated as cancelled. Such candidate shall not be eligible to get admission in the same course in the same institute in the successive rounds of counselling.

(vi) The candidate belonging to reserved category may be allowed to get admission on unreserved seat as per his merit number in the unreserved category. The admission shall be granted to such candidate in unreserved category, only if he is eligible to get admission, in the higher order of preference of courses than that in the reserved category.

(vii) The candidate seeking admission to the professional medical educational course shall require to produce a Certificate of Physical fitness to undergo such course in the prescribed form obtained from a registered medical practitioner along with the undertaking. The candidate shall submit the certificate to the Dean /Principal of the respective college or institution, at the time of joining where he has been offered admission. The admission of a candidate shall be confirmed subject to the production of certificate of his physical fitness.

(viii) In case, where considerable number of seats fall vacant, and it appears to the Admission Committee to fill the vacant seats, it may conduct the admission process for readjustment (reshuffling). The candidate can reshuffle seats/choice options during process of readjustment (reshuffling). In such readjustment (reshuffling) of seats, the candidate who opts to participate in reshuffling process, shall be considered for such admission. The candidate may either give option for upgradation of choices already given or submit new choices. The candidates shall not be offered admission on the seats available to him in previous allotment process. If the candidate gets admission on the basis of upgradation or new choice, then his earlier admission shall be treated as cancelled.

(ix) In case of contingency, the committee may decide such mode of admission as it may deem fit.

(2) (a) The candidate seeking admission on local quota seats of NHLMCC, Ahmedabad or SMIMER, Surat shall obtain the certificate of local candidate from the Dean's of NHLMCC, Ahmedabad or, as the case may be, from SMIMER, Surat and shall attach the certificate with the application.

(b) The candidates seeking admission on local quota seats of NHLMCC, Ahmedabad or SMIMER, Surat as the case may be and thereafter, they shall be considered for admission on the seats of other than local quota of the same institute.

(3) The candidate shall produce the original certificates for verification before the Admission Committee, at the time of counseling.

(4) If any difficulty or question arises as to the implementation of the provisions of this rule, the decision of the State Government shall be final.

In rule 10, sub-rule (2) shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.
12. **No Admission on Vacant Seats after Specific Date**-
Admission shall be granted in any professional medical educational colleges or institutions including university on or before the date specified by concerned council or university, as the case may be, for the concerned admission year. No admission shall be granted on the vacant seats after the said date.

In rule 12, the words "or university" shall be deleted, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018.

13. **Correction of Marks**-
(1) In case of change in marks of a candidate in the qualifying examination, such candidate shall produce a letter to that effect or the corrected mark sheet issued by the Board, before the Admission Committee at least one day before the commencement of admission process (counselling programme) but not later than seven days from the receipt of letter, or as the case may be, corrected mark-sheet. In such case he shall be placed at an appropriate order in the merit list.
(2) The candidate who was declared failed initially in the qualifying examination, but later on declared passed after rechecking of marks by the Board, such candidate shall be allowed to apply for the admission before the commencement of admission process, provided he produces a letter to that effect or the corrected mark sheet issued by the Board, within seven days of the receipt of letter, or as the case may be, corrected mark-sheet.

14. **Fee**-
(A) **For Government seats:**
(1) The fee structure of private Medical colleges as may be determined by the Fee Regulatory Committee, constituted under Section 9 of the Act shall be provided at the time of notifying common counselling by the Admission Committee. The consent of the student regarding his willingness to take admission in the private Medical colleges and pay the fees shall be obtained by the admission committee.
(2) A candidate who gets admission shall, at the time of admission, pay such fee as may be determined by the Fee Regulatory Committee, constituted under Section 9 of the Act. The students who secures admission in MBBS course pursuant to the common counselling conducted by the state government at the time of common counselling itself, shall deposit with the admission committee the demand draft towards the fees payable to the institution / college / University. The demand draft to the respective institution / college / University shall be forthwith forwarded by the admission committee.
(3) In case the candidate who having paid the fees after getting admission, gets his admission cancelled and that the seat vacated by him is filled by another candidate, then such candidate shall be paid back the fees paid by him after the completion of admission process.
(4) In case the candidate who having paid the fees after getting admission gets his admission changed in another course or College or Institution in the readjustment (reshuffling) process, the difference of fees, if any, shall be payable by the candidate at the time of getting admission in the readjustment (reshuffling), or as the case may be, shall be refunded to him after the completion of admission process.

(B) **For Management Seats and NRI scats:**
(1) A candidate who gets admission on management seat shall, at the time of admission, pay such fees as may be determined by Fee Regulatory Committee, constituted under section 9 of the Act.
(2) A candidate who gets admission on NRI seat shall, at the time of admission, pay such fees as may be determined by the Institutes under intimation to the Fee regulatory committee, constituted under section 9 of the Act.
(3) In case the candidate who having paid the fees after getting admission gets his admission cancelled and that the seat vacated by him is filled by another candidate, such candidate shall be refunded the fees paid by him after the completion of admission process.
(4) In case the candidate who having paid the fees after getting admission gets his admission changed in another course or College or Institution in the readjustment (reshuffling) process, the difference of fees, if any, shall be payable by the candidate at the time getting admission in the readjustment (reshuffling), or as the case may be, shall be refunded to him after the completion of admission process.
15. Cancellation of Admission and Refund of Fee-
   (1) In case of cancellation of admission or transfer of candidates by the Admission Committee, due to administrative reasons, the College or Institution including university in which the candidate was granted admission shall refund the amount of fee collected by it, to such candidate.
   (2) In case of cancellation of admission due to failure of candidate to get himself registered within the specified time limit, the fees collected from such candidate shall be refunded after completion of the admission process or after completion of such period as may be determined by the Admission Committee.
   (3) (a) In case of a candidate withdrawing his candidature before completion of admission process of his merit number where he stands, for any reason whatsoever, he may request in writing to the Admission Committee for such withdrawal. In such case, the fee collected, if any, by the Admission Committee shall be refunded to such candidate;
   (b) In case of a candidate withdrawing his candidature after completion of admission process, for any reason whatsoever, he may request in writing to the college or institution in which he is granted admission, for refund of fee paid by him. In such case the fee may be refunded, by such college or institution.

16. Vacant Seats-
   (1) If any government and management seat remain vacant in the MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS and BNAT courses after completion of admission process and exhaustion of merit list, such vacant seats shall be displayed on the official website and on the notice board of the office of the admission committee and same shall be intimated to the colleges or institutions wherein the seats are vacant and the State Government may seek a new list of candidates from the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India for relaxation of the eligibility criteria.
   (2) For other courses. Colleges or Institutions shall admit the candidates on the basis of inter-se merit of the applicants; subject to the eligibility criteria, in respect of the course the candidate is granted admission, as laid down by the respective Council or as the case may be, the respective University. The vacant seats shall be filled by giving priority to the candidates belonging to Gujarat State.

For rule 16, the following shall be substituted, namely, in terms of Gazette Notification, GP-9-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 4th May, 2018:-

If any government and management seat remain vacant in the MBBS, BDS, BAMS, BHMS and BNAT courses after completion of admission process and exhaustion of merit list, such vacant seats shall be displayed on the official website and on the notice board of the office of the admission committee and same shall be intimated to the colleges or institutions wherein the seats are vacant. Such seats shall be filled up by the respective institute as per the criteria laid down by the respective council / Central Government for respective year.

17. Change of Course or Institution-
   Except as provided in these rules, no candidate shall, after getting admission, be allowed to change his course, or as the case maybe, College or Institution in any circumstance.

18. Cancellation of admission on production of fake documents-
   During verification of documents, if the Admission Committee finds any certificate or testimony or information submitted by any candidate, incorrect or false, the candidature of such candidate shall be cancelled for that year and he shall be disqualified for admission for the period of next two years.

19. Penalty-
   In case any admission is given or fee is collected in breach of any of the provisions of the Act, rules or any directions issued by the State Government, the Admission Committee, or as the case may be, the Fee Regulatory Committee, by any person, shall be liable for penalty as provided in the Act.

20. Interpretation-
   If any difficulty or question arises in implementation or interpretation of the provisions of these rules, the State Government may issue such directions as it may deem fit and the decision of the State Government shall be final.
and binding on all concerned.

In terms of Gazette Notification, GP-39-MCG-1018-SFS-23-J, dated 8th October, 2020 following changes are made:
In the said rules, for the letters and words “MBBS, BDS, BAMS and BHMS Courses” wherever they occur, the words “Professional Medical Educational Courses” shall be substituted.

By order and in the name of the Governor of Gujarat,

(V. G. Vanzara)
Joint Secretary to Government.
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12. Important Websites

- Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Govt. of India: https://www.mohfw.gov.in/
- National Medical Commission: https://www.nmc.org.in/
- Dental Council of India: http://www.dciindia.org.in/
- Medical Counseling Committee (MCC): Online Under Graduate Medical / Dental Allotment Process (Online Counseling) for Seats for (i) All India Quota; (ii) Deemed Universities; (iii) Central Universities (Aligarh Muslim University; Banaras Hindu University; University of Delhi; Faculty of Dentistry, Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi); (iv) Colleges under Employee State Insurance Corporation; (v) Armed Forces Medical College, Pune; and (vi) Vardhman Mahavir Medical College & Safdarjang Hospital, New Delhi: https://mccnic.in/UGCounselling/
- Fee Regulatory Committee (Medical): http://frcmedical.org/
- Mukhyamantri Yuva Swavalamban Yojana, Education Department, Gujarat State: https://mysy.guj.nic.in/
- Hon. Chief Minister Scholarship Scheme, Education Department, Gujarat State: https://scholarships.gujarat.gov.in/
- Interest Subsidy Scheme on Education Loan: https://kcg.gujarat.gov.in/interest-subsidy-scheme-education-loan
- Know Your College (Information of Medical and Paramedical Institutes): http://medadmgujarat.org/kyc/
- National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test (UG): https://ntaneet.nic.in/
- Admission Committee for Professional Courses, Gujarat [For admission in Engineering and Pharmacy]: http://www.jacpcldce.ac.in/index.asp